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ABSTRACT

The use of 802.11-based multi-hop wireless mesh networks for Internet access is extensive and growing. The primary advantages of this approach are ease of deployment and lower cost. However, these networks are designed for web and e-mail applications. Highly interactive applications, such as multiplayer online games and VoIP, with their requirements for low delay, present significant challenges to these networks. In particular, the interaction between real-time traffic and TCP traffic tends to result in either a failure of the real-time traffic getting its needed QoS or the TCP traffic unnecessarily experiencing very poor throughput. To solve this problem we place real-time and TCP traffic into separate queues. We then rate-limit TCP traffic based on the average queue size of the local or remote real-time queues. Thus, TCP traffic is permitted to use excess bandwidth as long as it does not interfere with real-time traffic guarantees. We therefore call our scheme Real-time Queue-based Rate and Admission Control, RtQ-RAC. Extensive simulations using the network simulator, ns-2, demonstrate that our approach is effective in providing soft real-time support, while allowing efficient use of the remaining bandwidth for TCP traffic.
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1 **INTRODUCTION**

Interactive multimedia, particularly Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) and Multiplayer Online Games (MOG) are experiencing tremendous growth. VoIP applications and services have seen extensive growth in the residential and corporate arena [69]. VoIP service providers such as Skype [95] have seen tremendous growth in users [96] and business corporations are aggressive in moving towards VoIP-based Private Branch Exchange (PBX) deployments [21]. The ubiquity of broadband access to the Internet and low deployment costs have been influential in driving growth of VoIP services. MOG interest is evident not only in franchised PC-based online games such as Doom, Quake, and Unreal but in the increased sales of console-based games supported by XBox, Play Station, and Nintendo. Video-on-demand services are also bandwidth-demanding and are provided by websites such as YouTube, MSN Video, and MTV. Although the use of interactive multimedia applications is growing its world-wide Internet use is minimal at 3% when compared to best-effort applications at 95% [43]. Best-effort or elastic-traffic services mostly use TCP as transport and include: email, news groups, HTTP, and long-lived file retrieval applications such as FTP, BitTorrent, and other peer-to-peer (P2P) services.

The increasing demand for multimedia applications is driving the need for, and rollout of, broadband access networks to the Internet. Broadband access networks to the Internet are called first- or last-mile access networks as shown in Figure 1.1. Examples access technology include: DSL (Digital Subscriber Line), (coaxial) cable access, T1 (T-carrier or DS1 - Digital Service - Level 1) or E1 (E-carrier), and optical fiber. In the consumer and small-business space, DSL and cable primarily provide broadband access. Large companies use T1 or aggregated T1s (e.g., T3) [92, 100, 102] and optical fiber. Initially, optical fiber was used as distribution back-haul for cross-oceanic transport; cable companies used it as the transport media between central-office switches and distribution hubs. Now, optical fiber is used to deliver access to businesses and homes [14, 23].

In the wireless arena, broadband access technologies include: third generation (3G) cellular (e.g., UMTS and W-CDMA) for mobile users, satellite access - VSAT (Very Small Aperture Terminal) and DBS (Direct Broadcast Satellite, e.g., DirecTV or DISH Network that provide Internet access), WiMAX, WLANs.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Last–Mile Access

Access to the backhaul is shared within organizations using a LAN (Local Area Network) or Wireless LAN (WLAN); users and hosts interface with the LAN (via Ethernet or 802.11) but the access to the Internet is provided by an access technology such as optical fiber. Similarly, consumers can set-up their own wired or wireless area networks that access the Internet via cable or DSL. In general, a wireless or wired LAN extends the last-mile access.

The above access technologies have a common drawback of expensive deployment costs, especially with respect to the general consumer market. DSL and cable, for example, require an extensive physical installation of wire for every home and between the central switch and distribution hub. The expense is not only because of the cost of wires, but the cost in logistics and time and construction costs associated with ploughing and tunnelling roads for the installation. Costs are more significant barriers in rural communities; satellite access can provide rural communities with broadband Internet access, however, significant link latencies, cost of equipment and lack of competition make it unattractive for average consumers. Wired and wireless LANs have significant wiring costs as each host or access point (AP) requires an Ethernet cable connection while 3G and WiMAX are expensive alternatives because of expensive spectrum licensing and base transceiver station (BTS) deployment.

A wireless mesh network (WMN) is an attractive option for last-mile broadband Internet access. As shown in Figure 1.2, a WMN is a multihop network; mesh clients and static mesh routers wirelessly communicate with each other to provide communication even when they are not directly within radio-transmission range. One or more clients
directly connect to a mesh router using Ethernet or an orthogonal connection. Mesh routers are capable of operating as gateways providing Internet access to the clients. A mesh gateway is a mesh node that serves as an entrance to the Internet and vice-versa transferring data between the mesh network and the Internet. Wireless mesh networks are cheap compared to the alternatives. They have lower deployment costs with respect to time and wiring. When built from IEEE 802.11 equipment, costs are even lower because of the low cost and ready availability of its components and its adequate transmission range. Meraki Networks [77], for example, use 802.11 components to build cheap mesh nodes that cost US $49. Blue-tooth is also cheap and ubiquitous, however, because of its relatively short transmission range, low transmission rate and medium access control, it is impractical for building a WMN.

In a WMN, wiring costs are cheap because only a few mesh routers need to be gateways with wired connections to the Internet. Depending on the particular deployment, reconfiguration is also easy as mesh routers do not require fixed mounting and can always be easily removed. WMNs are also attractive for rural areas because of reduced wiring costs. They are able to scale or extend a single or few Internet connections reducing access costs as a few dedicated connections can be shared amongst a very large community, for example, without extensive wiring. Moreover, a WMN can be used to extend a WLAN as mesh routers can forward data to an access point via a wireless hop [65]. Other key advantages of wireless mesh networks include ease of installation, automatic connection among all nodes, network flexibility, automatic discovery of newly added
nodes, redundancy, and self-healing reliability [3]. All these qualities make WMNs an interesting and attractive technology for home, community, wireless metropolitan area, and enterprise networking [3]. There are a significant number of WMN equipment vendors such as Intel, Motorola, CISCO, Nortel, and Strix Systems; companies such as Microsoft Research are developing WMN software technology. Moreover, there are many WMN deployments such as CUWiN (Champaign-Urbana Community Wireless Network), Wireless Philadelphia, and MIT RoofNet [22] that validate the interest in and viability of wireless mesh networks.

1.1 Interactive Real-time Application Support

Interactive applications, such as VoIP, multiplayer online games, and Interactive Video, require a guaranteed level of service. Their traffic is bidirectional; at least two parties are interacting, talking to each other or competing in a game, for example. If a packet carrying voice, game state, or an image-update is delayed or lost, then interactivity is affected. Thus, it is important to ensure that such messages are delivered within certain delay and loss bounds. An 802.11-based WMN can cause large delay and significant packet loss, making the support of QoS-sensitive applications challenging. These problems are because of the susceptible nature of wireless transmission to interference that adversely affects capacity, the relative packet size to the 802.11 frame header overhead, and the default 802.11 scheduling which causes interflow and intraflow interference. In addition, the default 802.11 scheduling operates regardless of competing traffic classes; real-time traffic is unable to attain desired QoS in the presence of competing TCP traffic.

Many researchers have studied the problems in supporting QoS in WMNs, but a few have proposed solutions to improve the QoS for interactive applications. Proposed solutions include: MAC-layer and MAC contention window (CW) modifications, QoS-routing, packet-aggregation, and admission control and rate-limiting governed by MAC-layer delays or an estimated fraction of air-time (FAT). In this thesis, it is our objective to achieve real-time QoS while ensuring an adequate share of bandwidth for TCP traffic, regardless of topology. We intend to achieve soft, or statistical, and not hard real-time QoS guarantees. We use existing commodity 802.11 hardware and as such our solution must not modify the existing the 802.11 MAC which would limit practicability.
1.2 CONTRIBUTIONS

In this thesis, we study the efficacy of a node’s real-time queue in influencing rate control of elastic traffic to improve interactive real-time application QoS. In addition, we study the use of such per-node queues for real-time traffic admission control. Our rate and admission control mechanisms are combined into a scheme called Real-time Queue-based Rate and Admission Control, RtQ-RAC. The main contributions of this work are as follows:

1. A simple mechanism for ensuring quality of service for interactive real-time multimedia in WMNs. This mechanism operates between layers 2 and 3 of the network stack and requires no modification to existing hardware and MAC.

2. A comprehensive evaluation that supports the view of using an orthogonal real-time traffic queue and class to effectively and directly affect the elastic traffic class. In particular, we showed that a real-time queue can be used to explicitly enforce rate control on elastic traffic to attain real-time QoS. Our real-time queues mark their own packets to signal other nodes to perform rate control. In addition, packet marking is used as a metric to help determine admission control decisions.

3. A demonstration and discussion of the difficulty in achieving real-time QoS with competing elastic traffic.

4. An evaluation of our mechanism in allowing elastic traffic to efficiently use residual bandwidth.

1.3 THESIS ORGANIZATION

In Chapter 2 we describe wireless communication and our wireless mesh network model. Further, we review QoS related literature, discuss and demonstrate the difficulty in supporting interactive real-time applications in wireless mesh networks. We end by reviewing previous approaches to guaranteeing real-time QoS. We describe Real-time RED which is our initial approach in solving the problem in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4 we build on our previous approach, describing the design and operation of Real-time Queue-based Rate and Admission Control. We evaluate its performance via extensive simulations in Chapter 5 and end the thesis by presenting our conclusions and future work in Chapter 6.
# 2 Background and Related Work

In this chapter, first we present our communication model and media access control (MAC) for wireless networks, describing the IEEE MAC protocol as example. Second, we describe our WMN model and present a mathematical model for computing per-flow residual capacity. After describing interactive applications, we present general QoS background. We then discuss the effects of 802.11 MAC operation on WMNs that make soft real-time application support challenging and discuss the efficacy of service disciplines in solving that problem. We present a taxonomy of existing QoS approaches in multihop networks and finally, we critique related work that attempts to solve the problem of achieving soft real-time guarantees.

## 2.1 Wireless Communication

Wireless communication is the transfer of data between a sender and receiver, via radio waves, without the use of wires or fibres. Senders and receivers are called nodes and form a wireless communication network. Examples include fixed-wireless, cellular, and wireless LAN (WLAN). Wireless channels \( \text{(i.e. radio waves of a particular frequency range)} \) are detectable and disrupted by receivers and transmitters of similar frequency responses. In addition, the reliability and efficiency of wireless communication depend on the wireless transmission and interference ranges and the relative node locations. We explain using the following model.

### 2.1.1 Wireless Communication Model

A receiver is in transmission range of a sender when the transmitted signal is of sufficient fidelity that it is correctly decoded. If a receiver is in interference range, but out of transmission range a signal is detected but lacks enough fidelity to be correctly decoded. A receiver out of interference range of the sender cannot detect or interfere with each other.

The interplay of node location and the various wireless communication ranges potentially lead to hidden-terminal and exposed-terminal problems [94, 97]. Figure 2.1(a)
illustrates three nodes, 0, 1, and 2. Nodes 0 and 2 are out of interference range of each other. A solid line indicates nodes are within transmission range. Therefore, nodes 0 and 1 are in transmission range of each other and nodes 1 and 2 are in transmission range of each other. Node 0 can continually send a packet to node 1 or node 2 can continually send a packet to node 1 because node 0 cannot detect node 2 transmissions (i.e. carrier sense) and vice versa. The sender sees an idle channel. If node 0 transmits to node 1, then node 2 transmits to node 1, the signal reception at node 1 is potentially garbled because of interference by node 2’s signal with node 0’s signal. A hidden terminal problem occurs when senders are unable to detect other senders transmissions, causing collisions at a receiver.

An exposed terminal problem occurs when sending nodes are in interference range of each other and continually defer their transmission to avoid collisions even though successful receptions are possible. Figure 2.1(b) illustrates four nodes, 0, 1, 2, and 3. Nodes 1 and 2 are in interference range and defer their transmissions if the other transmits first. If node 2 transmits to node 3, node 1 will defer its transmission to node 0 and vice versa, increasing delay. However, node 1’s transmission to node 0 and node 2’s transmission to node 3 can occur simultaneously without failure. The incorrect perception by node 1 and 2 is the exposed terminal problem. The exposed terminal problem occur with certain medium access control protocols, for example, MACAW [9].

2.1.1.1 WIRELESS MEDIUM ACCESS CONTROL

Wireless channels can be randomly accessed or disrupted prompting the need for an arbitration mechanism that allow access while minimizing contention and interference. Such a mechanism is defined in the medium access control (MAC) sub-layer.

MAC mechanisms are categorized according to the method of access and or sharing of the wireless channel(s) between nodes and can be classified as contention-free and
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contention-based. In contention-free access, nodes do not compete for wireless media as their share is allocated by a central arbitrator. Examples are TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access), FDMA (Frequency Division Multiple Access), and CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access). In contention-based access, nodes randomly contend with each other for an opportunity to access wireless media forming a distributed arbitration mechanism. CSMA (Carrier Sense Multiple Access)\(^1\) and its variants (\textit{e.g.}, CSMA with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) and CSMA with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) are contention-based.

Networks that have a central coordinator or base station, such as cellular require the use of a TDMA MAC for example, in which time slots are determined by the base station. When central control is hardware resource intensive or unfeasible, a CSMA (\textit{e.g.}, ALOHA, MACAW) MAC is appropriate. Performance related issues such as guaranteed access to the media and QoS vary between MAC classes. A contention-free MAC is immune to node interference as the wireless medium is divided and nodes only access their share. Interactive real-time data such as voice are effectively supported because bandwidth is guaranteed and interference is minimized. However, a network using such a MAC is inefficient in supporting best effort and bursty IP traffic; frequencies in FDMA, for example, will not be re-allocated to other nodes if they are unused. Although reliability is worse because of possible packet collisions, a contention-based MAC is more efficient for best-effort traffic.

In CSMA, nodes listen for a carrier (\textit{i.e.}, an electric magnetic signal that implies data transmission or a busy channel). Nodes access the channel only when its free (\textit{i.e.}, idle) of a carrier, but may react in a specified way on detection of one to guarantee access on subsequent attempts. There are two classes of CSMA protocols: p-persistent and non-persistent [94]. The IEEE 802.11 standard defines a mandatory non-persistent CSMA with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) scheme implemented as its Distributed Coordination Function (DCF). We now discuss the 802.11 MAC protocol in more detail.

2.1.2 IEEE 802.11 MAC

IEEE 802.11 uses a carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) protocol with binary exponential backoff (BEB) [37]. The standard defines two modes

\(^1\)CSMA-based MAC protocols are also used in wired environments \textit{e.g.}, Ethernet.
of operation, Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) and Point Coordination Function (PCF). There are three defined important waiting times for media access: DIFS (DCF inter-frame spacing, PIFS (PCF inter-frame spacing) and SIFS (short inter-frame spacing). The following describes the mandatory DCF. When a station has a frame to transmit, it monitors the channel’s busy status for a DIFS period. After the channel is idle for DIFS, it waits a random backoff time before transmitting. The backoff timer decrements by one slot time while the channel remains idle. It pauses when the channel is busy. The frame is transmitted when the timer expires. The random backoff time is uniformly selected from the range of $[0, CW - 1]$ where $CW$ is the current contention-window size. Each unsuccessful unicast transmission, implied when an ACK (frame acknowledgement) is not received from the destination, doubles $CW$ until $CW_{\text{max}}$ is reached. $CW$ is reset after a successful transmission or when the retransmission counter is at the retry limit, dropping the frame. A successful receipt of a frame at the destination causes it to transmit an ACK after SIFS time. The doubling operation of the CW is the BEB algorithm and by default, the minimum and maximum CW is 32 and 1024, respectively.

If request-to-send/clear-to-send (RTS/CTS) is enabled, a station transmits an RTS frame before transmitting a data frame. The destination, if it senses the medium is idle, replies after SIFS time with a CTS frame reserving the channel. After receiving the CTS frame, the station waits SIFS time and then the data frame is sent. If a sender does not receive the CTS frame, it assumes a collision occurred and executes BEB. The RTS and CTS frame identify their receivers and contain a duration field that specifies the required time for transmission. The fields and mechanism are designed to reduce the occurrence of the hidden terminal problem; nodes other than the sender and destination do not send and adjust their earliest time-to-transmit from the duration fields whenever they receive RTS and CTS packets.

The 802.11 standard also defines the optional PCF which is a centrally controlled access mechanism. A point coordinator (PC) arbitrates the PCF and is usually located in an access point (AP). In PCF mode, the PC regularly polls stations for traffic and simultaneously deliver traffic to them. PCF is layered above the DCF, and uses the PIFS to help prevent stations operating in DCF from accessing the medium. A contention free period (CFP) begins when the PC access the medium via the DCF at which the PCF operation begins.
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A wireless mesh networks (WMN) is a form of multihop network in which communication is possible and extended to nodes that are not in transmission range with each other. Communication is made possible via intermediate nodes on each link (a hop), from the source, between intermediate nodes, to the destination. Figure 2.2 illustrates a multihop wireless network. Node 0 sends a message to node 4. Nodes 0 and node 4 are not in transmission range with each other, however node 1 is, and thus relays the message to node 2; node 2 relays the message to node 3 and so on until the node 4 receives the message. This wireless relayed method of communication causes three forms of contention that do not in single-hop networks. First, maximum throughput and capacity are not determined by the capacity of a single link, but is constrained by the bottleneck link on route that allocates the least bandwidth to that flow. Second, because the wireless medium is broadcast, originated traffic and forwarded traffic contend with each other. Moreover, network flows in the same spatial area contend for media and limit each other’s achieved throughput. Third, a flow self-contains across multiple hops because each hop uses the same channel.

In a WMN, a node is either a fixed mesh router or mobile mesh clients. Mesh routers form the backbone of the network, communicating with each other, while routing and forwarding mesh clients’ data. In this thesis, we assume that clients do not participate in forwarding, but only send messages to, or receive messages from, mesh routers via a
wired connection (e.g. Ethernet) or an orthogonal wireless channel. A router is thus a wired network gateway or wireless access point to a client, enabling traditional LAN or WLAN operation.

Clients include desktop PC, laptops, smart phones and other network devices. Mesh routers are specially configured computers with wireless NICs connected to antennae. Routers can be configured with multiple wireless NICs, enabling multichannel communications. They are powered by an electrical outlet, which makes them practically immobile. Routers form the core of the WMN creating topologies that are mostly static. Changes occur during incremental router deployment and node failure which are rare. Routing is also effectively static as we assume re-routing is significantly less frequent than changes in user traffic activity. Mesh client intra-communication is very limited; clients mostly communicate with remote hosts. Messages to or from remote hosts to nodes within the network must traverse a mesh router gateway node. A single WMN may comprise multiple gateways; however, assuming static routing, we partition these into disjoint sets, each with a single gateway. We assume that interference between disjoint sets does not occur.

Our view of a WMN is similar to a WLAN in terms of client access, however, the distribution network is a single- or multi-channel multihop wireless network. Our model is a generalization of the Transit-Access-Point (TAP) model [35], and is similar to architectures such as that of Lee et al. [65]. WMNs of this type are suited to a community environment, where mesh routers are deployed on houses, serving client devices in the household. Mesh routers communicate with each other, forwarding traffic to and from a gateway router connected to a high bandwidth (wired) connection to the Internet.

2.1.3.1 Modelling WMN Capacity

We represent a WMN as a connectivity graph $G = (V, E)$, where $V$ is the set of vertices that represents mesh routers and $E$ is the set of edges that represents the links (hops) between mesh routers. There is an edge between two vertices, $v_i$ and $v_j$, if they can potentially transmit successfully between each other.

We use the clique-graph model [26, 46, 73]² to determine the capacity of a WMN.

²Collision-domain theory [52] is another model that is used to model WMN capacity, however it has been shown by Li [67] to be less accurate than clique theory for single-channel WMNs.
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Using this model, we represent the contention area for links with a link-contention graph $G_c = (V_c, E_c)$, where $V$ is the set of all links in the connectivity graph, $G$, and $\{u, v\} \in E_c$ iff links $u$ and $v$ contend. Two links contend if they are within interference range of each other. Specifically, they contend if either node from one link is in the interference range of either node from the other link.

A clique in a contention graph is a set of vertices that contend with each other for medium. At any instance, only one link (i.e. the link that wins the contention) may be active in a clique. A clique is termed maximal, if no other clique has more vertices. Links in independent cliques can transmit simultaneously.

A maximal clique is used to compute an upper bound of network capacity. Let $C(l)$ be the maximum aggregate throughput that link $l$ carries; $B(u)$ is the available bandwidth in each maximal clique, $u$. Assuming all rates are equal, $B(u)$ is approximated as the one-hop theoretical maximum throughput (TMT) \[50, 52\]. All links in a clique share the same channel bandwidth and thus the channel resource constraint is defined as:

$$\sum_{i : i \in u} C(l_i) \leq B(u) \quad (2.1)$$

We now illustrate using Figure 2.3. We define a chain topology as shown in Figure 2.3(a). Nodes are spaced 200 m, with a transmission and interference range of 250 m and 550 m respectively. In this topology, links of nodes that are two hops apart interfere with each other. As an example, link $l_1$ contends with link $l_4$ because their respective nodes, node 1 and node 4 is less than 550 m apart and are thus in interference range of each other. Figure 2.3(b) shows the resulting contention graph, with two maximal cliques, $u_a$ and

![Figure 2.3: Clique Model](image-url)
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Let \( u_b \), each of four links. Their respective channel resource constraints are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\sum_{i=1}^{4} C(l_i) &\leq B(u_a) \\
\sum_{i=2}^{5} C(l_i) &\leq B(u_b)
\end{align*}
\]

Because links within a contention area share the network resource at an instance of time, it is effective to express the shared network resource as time that needs to be shared, rather than bandwidth in bits per second. In essence, we would like to know the fraction of time a flow is allocated to communicate its data (See [64] and [103]). Consider two nodes, \( a \) and \( b \), operating at the same link rate, and transmitting packets of the same size to each other. Each node attempts to gain its maximum throughput. Now considering Equation 2.1 and the fact that the nodes share a clique, we get \( C(l_i) \leq B \), where \( l_i \) is a link in the clique. Moreover, because there are two flows \( a \rightarrow b \) and \( b \rightarrow a \), at any instance, the probability of that either node will capture the medium (link) is 0.5. The time share (probability) per flow is thus 0.5. Using Equation 2.1, the throughput per flow \( f \) as [64]:

\[
p_f l_i = t_f l_i B_f(u)
\]

Flows from the set of flows, \( F \), that are in the same contention or maximal clique, \( u \), share the resource and are thus constrained by [64]:

\[
\sum_{f=1, i \in u} F t_f l_i \leq 1
\]

With Equations 2.2 and 2.3, we derive the time share of a flow, \( \varepsilon \), within a maximal clique, \( u \), and among contending flows as:

\[
t_f l_i = 1 - \sum_{f \neq \varepsilon, i \in u} F \frac{p_f l_i}{B_f(u)}
\]

where the fraction \( \frac{p_f l_i}{B_f(u)} \) is the time share, \( t_f l_i \), of another flow, \( f \) derived from Equation 2.2. We denote the clique capacity as \( B_f \) to take in consideration the change in capacity with packet size per flow as established in [50].

As an example, consider Figure 2.3(a) with a bidirectional flow between nodes 0 and 5 of a 60-byte packet, 48 kbps load in either direction. We need to model the remaining
time share and capacity for flow 4→5 on link, \( l_5 \). Using Equation 2.2, the time share per flow (0→5 or 5→0) per link is:

\[
t_f^l = \frac{p_f^l}{B_f(u)}
\]

\[
= \frac{48}{513.717}
\]

\[
= 0.0934
\]

Using Equation 2.4, the time share for flow 4→5 is:

\[
t_{4→5}^l = 1 - \sum \frac{p_i^l}{B_f(u)}
\]

\[
= 1 - \left( t_{1_2}^{0→5} + t_{1_3}^{0→5} + t_{1_4}^{0→5} + t_{1_5}^{0→5} + t_{1_2}^{5→0} + t_{1_3}^{5→0} + t_{1_4}^{5→0} + t_{1_5}^{5→0} \right)
\]

\[
= 1 - 0.747
\]

\[
= 0.253
\]

With this time share value, we use Equation 2.2 to convert to bits per second, if necessary.

### 2.2 Interactive Real-Time Applications

In this section, we describe interactive real-time applications and present their requirements. Further, we present First-person Shooter games as an example.

An interactive application requires a guaranteed quality of service throughout its execution. There are three main types of interactive implications: VoIP, multiplayer online games (MOG), and Interactive Video (e.g., video-conferencing). An Interactive application’s data is mostly transported using the UDP or UDP/RTP protocols. Further, traffic is bidirectional because at least two parties are interacting. For example, in a VoIP session, the voice of a speaker is encoded as UDP/RTP packets, delivered over the network, and decoded into sound as it reaches the ear of the other participant and vice versa. The interactivity which determines the perceived enjoyment of the service is affected by delay and loss if they are not within certain bounds. It is recommended for voice traffic that one-way delay (mouth to ear) should be no more than 150 ms with the average one-way jitter less than 30 ms [44]. Depending on the sampling codec, voice traffic may require a bandwidth of 21–320 kbps [15]. If the required level of service is not guaranteed, in VoIP, for example, the participants may experience voice clipping, skips and long silences that give the impression of a disconnected call. Interactive-video requirements are similar,
however, the bandwidth demands are greater, requiring at least 460 kbps [93]. Multiplayer online game QoS requirements can be more demanding; we present First-Person Shooter game as example in the following section.

2.2.1 FIRST-PERSON SHOOTER

A first-person shooter (FPS) game requires players to move around a defined game space in real-time, interacting with (typically, shooting at) other players to achieve the game’s objectives. Each player-action requires two state-update messages: one from the player’s computer to the game server; the second from the server to all players affected by the action. Such state-update messages are small, but frequent. Client messages are 50–90 bytes every 10–50 ms; server messages are 60–300 bytes every 50–60 ms [63]. In many games a state update is a complete state description, and therefore subsumes any prior state updates [8].

Multiplayer online games are characterized by two main interdependent requirements: interactivity and consistency. Interactivity refers to the delay between event generation and receipt of that event by other nodes, and its perception is dependent on some human-related threshold. Interactivity is inversely related to delay; higher interactivity requires smaller delays and vice-versa. Consistency means that all participants should have an uniform game-state view amongst all participants. When consistency is achieved, the game is perceived as fair. Consistency is hard to achieve if there are large differences in participants’ end-to-end delay. A player in an FPS game is at a competitive disadvantage if the RTT for that participant exceeds 150 ms, while 75 ms is visually noticeable [6, 80]. Loss rates of 5% or less are rarely noticed and have no statistical effect on the game’s outcome [6]. There is no study we are aware of to indicate at what point loss rates impact player performance. Subjective experiments within our lab suggest that it can be quite large (10% or higher). Other real-time multiplayer online games (MOGs) have similar, but slightly less stringent requirements than FPS games. We therefore focus on ensuring network QoS requirements are met for FPS games.

2.3 QUALITY OF SERVICE

In this section we present general QoS background on performance metrics, service disciplines, congestion management, active queue management, and admission control. In
addition, we discuss and illustrate the difficulty of supporting interactive real-time applications in wireless mesh networks and the efficacy of service disciplines in guaranteeing QoS.

2.3.1 Performance Metrics

As we have seen from Section 2.2.1, for multimedia applications, QoS performance is subject to human perception. Human perception enables us to support soft real-time, rather than hard real-time requirements. Hard requirements are deterministic, in that QoS is guaranteed and strictly enforced by the network based on a contract between the user and network provider. Soft requirements are statistical, in that not every single instance is strictly enforced. For example, a hard real-time guarantee might be delivering within $n$ milliseconds while a soft real-time guarantee would be delivering within $n$ milliseconds 95% of the time and with a certain known statistic distribution of non-compliance. Humans can tolerate such variances to a point for multimedia applications.

In providing guaranteed QoS, it is of great importance to recognize and meet the performance requirements that vary with application traffic characteristics. For interactive applications that have stringent real-time requirements, end-to-end delay is very important. Throughput is the amount of messages successfully transmitted per unit time. The third important metric, is the delay jitter which is the maximum difference between delays experienced by any two packets [30, 99]. Jitter is thus the standard deviation of the end-to-end delay. Jitter has important implication in regards to buffer occupancy as smaller jitter requires less buffer space. The last important metric is the loss rate. The loss rate is the ratio of successfully received messages to the total amount of messages sent. Loss occur due to buffer overflows, channel errors, or explicit discard because of delay bound violations.

2.3.2 Service Disciplines

One of the most important issues in providing real-time guarantees is based on the packet service discipline deployed [114, 116]. Service disciplines determine the order that packets from different flows or connections are served. Connections may be grouped as per class or per flow, where a class is a general application field such as best-effort and real-time and per flow is with respect to particular source-destination pairs. Three types of
resources are being governed by service disciplines: bandwidth, promptness, and buffer space which, in turn, influences throughput, delay, and loss rate [25].

An appropriate service disciplines per application should be efficient, protective, flexible, and simple [114]. One service discipline is more efficient than another if it results in higher utilization of the network, under heavier load, while achieving the same end-to-end performance guarantee. A protective service discipline guards well behaving flows from ill-behaving clients, network load variances, and unconstrained best-effort traffic. A service discipline’s flexibility is a measure of its ability to adapt its support to applications with diverse traffic characteristics and QoS requirements. Therefore, it is able to allocate different delay, bandwidth, and loss rates to flows with differing requirements.

A service discipline can be classified as work-conserving or non-work-conserving. A work-conserving discipline is never idle when there is a message (i.e. packet, etc.) to send. With a non-work-conserving discipline, each message is sent according to an eligibility time, that is implicitly or explicitly assigned [27, 114]. Even, if the link is idle, packets will not be transmitted if they are ineligible. Examples of work-conserving disciplines are: fair queueing (FQ) [25], weighted fair queueing (WFQ) [81], self-clocked fair queueing (SCFQ) [39], worst-case fair weighted fair queueing (WF2Q) [7], round-robin (RR), Deficit Round Robing (DRR) [87], priority queueing [71], virtual clock [117], first-come first-served (FCFS), and delay earliest-due date (delay EDD) [31, 54]. Non-work-conserving disciplines include: jitter earliest-due-date (jitter-EDD) [99], hierarchical round robin (HRR) [53], rate controlled static priority (RCSP) [115], and stop-and-go [38].

There is a coupling between end-to-end delay and bandwidth [114] in work conserving disciplines because the server allocates resources in proportion to the flows’ loads. Because of this coupling, the resulting QoS is susceptible to distortions from network-load variances causing burstiness and instantaneously higher rates. Non-work conserving disciplines are immune to these effects as some packet are held even if there is extra capacity. Non-work-conserving service disciplines have properties that support real-time service requirements. In non-work-conserving disciplines, because the rate-control mechanism and scheduler are separated, delay and bandwidth are decoupled and can be achieved without the use of priority queueing. Its paced control helps to reduce the required buffer space at each forwarding node. Moreover, traffic have desirable bounded rates, delay, and jitter.
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2.3.3 CONGESTION AVOIDANCE AND CONTROL

In IP-based networks, congestion occurs when the aggregate rate of input traffic \(i.e.\) load to the network (or subset of the network) temporarily exceeds the capacity of the network causing large delays and high loss rates [114].

Without congestion, achieving soft real time QoS is a function of how fast the network can transmit packets. Given that congestion occurs because of various factors (including heterogeneous traffic and mismatched link speeds), achieving soft-real time guarantees depends on the congestion management mechanisms. Congestion avoidance ensures that a network operates in the best range of low delay and high throughput without the network becoming congested; congestion control recovers the network from a congested state of large delay and low throughput [19]. Figure 2.4 illustrates the knee and cliff [19] operation points with the network load and shows the response time (delay) variation. A congestion avoidance scheme keeps the network operating at or below the knee while a congestion control scheme keeps the network left of the cliff. Throughput and load vary linearly until just below network capacity (\(i.e.,\) knee) after which throughput slowly increases. When the load is increased further, the queues build-up and packet loss begin because the network is congested. After cliff point, throughput suddenly decreases as congestion collapse occurs. For the delay curve, the delay slowly increases with load. As queue build up increases, the delay is linear; when packet loss occur the delay exponentially increases.

Congestion management is either reactive or proactive. The latter determines the
available resources with a computation scheme that is used to control load below capacity, avoiding congestion. A reactive algorithm detects and reacts to congestion based on feedback data from the network. The efficacy of a reactive congestion management depends on the speed of relaying the congestion signal (i.e., feedback) that influences a reaction while the proactive scheme is dependent on accurately computing the resources [114].

Chiu and Jain [19] analyzed reactive congestion management algorithms and came to the conclusion that simple additive-increase multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) algorithm is the most stable as it satisfies the metrics of efficiency, fairness, convergence time, and size of oscillations regardless of starting state in the network. The ubiquitous transport protocol, TCP, utilizes AIMD for flow and congestion control while many papers in the literature that attempt to achieve QoS are based on AIMD and a combination of other established algorithms and techniques such as Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) packet marking [33], fair queueing [25], and priority queueing [71]. Congestion management mechanisms continually adjust rate allocations making it suitable for elastic or best-effort traffic; variations in rate allocations are inappropriate for real-time traffic because it is mostly inelastic.

2.3.4 **Active Queue Management**

An active queue management (AQM) scheme is the method and mechanisms that determine when or how a buffered packet should be marked or discarded. AQM schemes detect the onset of congestion via a threshold parameter on the queue size. The marking of, or discarding of, packets is used as explicit or implicit signals of congestion to flow and congestion control and avoidance schemes. Random early detection (RED) [32] uses an exponentially-weighted moving average (EWMA) of the queue size and a linear probability function of the this average to determine the marking or dropping probabilities for packets. There are many variants of RED, such as: adaptive RED, balanced RED, flow RED [4, 29, 72]. Specifically, to wireless multihop networks are Link RED and neighbourhood RED [34, 107]. Virtual Queue (VQ) and Adaptive Virtual Queue (AVQ) [62] use a virtual queue of smaller capacity than the real queue, marking packets if the virtual queue overflows [57]. Fundamentally different AQM schemes are BLUE and stochastic fair BLUE (SFBLUE) [28] that use packet loss and idle link events instead of queue sizes to signal incipient congestion. While BLUE, RED, and variants indirectly characterize
or estimate load, Load-Based Marking (LBM) [88] calculates marking probabilities from directly measuring link loads [57].

2.3.5 Admission Control

Admission control is the process of determining resource availability and using this information to allow or deny a requesting connection into the network. It limits the amount of flows into the network ensuring that the network is operating within capacity which in turn protects and enables flows to attain their requested QoS.

There are three main approaches to admission control: deterministic, stochastic, and measurement-based [86]. Traditionally, admission control have taken the deterministic or stochastic approach (e.g., [24, 70]), where an a priori traffic specification defining parameters of the deterministic or stochastic model is required. The admittance decision is determined only from the specifications of new and existing connections. The main disadvantage of these approaches is that traffic such as variable bit-rate (VBR) can be hard to characterize a priori. As a result, traffic may be over- or underestimated which if admitted, leads to inefficient utilization or insufficient resource allocation.

Measurement-based admission control (MBAC) (e.g., [40, 47, 57, 59, 83]) simplifies the traffic specification requirement to a simple peak rate, for example, but determines the statistics of existing traffic by indirect observations or direct measurements.

In addition to how the admittance decision is made, admission control schemes are classified by where the decision is made. The decision can be made only at edge (egress) nodes (e.g. [13, 16, 57]) or at internal (ingress) nodes along the path (e.g., [12]).

2.3.6 Challenges to Soft Real-time Support

The overhead per packet can cause the operation of an 802.11-based network to be very inefficient, particularly when the payload is small, as is the case with FPS games or VoIP applications. The overhead is caused by the 802.11 DCF MAC, PHY Header and preamble, MAC ACK, and collision avoidance. The theoretical maximum throughput (TMT), i.e., capacity over one hop, is [50]:

\[ TMT(x) = \frac{8x}{ax + b} \times 10^6 \text{bps} \]  

(2.5)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MSDU (bytes)</th>
<th>TMT (Mbps)</th>
<th>SMT (Mbps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.514</td>
<td>0.521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>0.982</td>
<td>0.995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>6.056</td>
<td>6.094</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Maximum One-hop Throughput of 802.11 at 11 Mbps

where $x$ is the MAC service data unit (MSDU; i.e., the MAC payload size). At 11 Mbps, $a = 0.72727$ and $b = 890.73$. Table 2.1 shows the TMT and ns-2 simulated maximum throughput (SMT) of typical FPS game-size and TCP-size packets.

In addition to low throughput for small packets, the 802.11 MAC causes significant delay, especially in multi-hop scenarios. There are three major causes of delay: offered load, number of hops to the gateway, and hidden-terminal effects. The offered load increases delay not merely because capacity is spread over multiple senders, but also because the contention window, $CW$, badly reacts to a higher load. After every successful transmission, $CW_{max}$ is reset to 32. As such, a node that succeeds in transmitting is likely to succeed again, while one that perceives a collision, will increase its $CW$, and thus is likely to fail again. The result is bursts of transmission opportunities [42].

The number of hops increases delay partly because there are more transmissions required. However, it also increases delay because each such transmission competes not only with traffic transmitting through that mesh router, but also with all traffic within interference range, including its own.

Finally, various hidden-terminal effects [97], combined with BEB, can dramatically increase delay. When two senders are out of carrier-sense range, but within interference range of the others receiver, repeated collisions can occur [36]. Li has shown that with source rate limiting this will not affect throughput [67], but the collision rate is comparable to the sending rate, resulting in a significant increase in delay, as each packet has to be transmitted, on average, twice. The effects of RTS/CTS has been repeatedly shown to be poor in multi-hop wireless networks and does not solve the problem (e.g., [67]). QoS-enhanced MACs are also not immune. IEEE 802.11e, for example, has a enhanced DCF (EDCF) and Hybrid Coordination Function (HCF) which have the ability to adjust the $CW$ and inter-frame spacing (IFS) and prioritize channel access for certain frames. However, in a multihop setting, frames even of the highest priority suffer from unpredictable delay and throughput degradation caused by hidden terminals and other interference [75].

In addition to the above problems, competing best-effort TCP traffic, without addi-
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Figure 2.5: Challenges to Real-time Traffic

tional control prevents real-time traffic from achieving its desired QoS. We illustrate this with the following ns-2 simulations.

Figure 2.5 shows two meshes. Each node has an 802.11b card operating at a link speed of 11 Mbps. Carrier sense and communication range are 550 m and 250 m, respectively, with node separated by 200 m. We define a bidirectional real-time flow, RT of 60-byte packets every 10 ms (48 kbps) from node 0 to node 5. In addition, there is an infinite TCP flow from node 4 to 5 (Figure 2.5(a)) and 6 to 5 (Figure 2.5(b)). Each node has the ns-2 default drop-tail queue with a 50-packet capacity.

The resulting performance is shown in Table 2.2. Absent TCP traffic, the real-time flows receive their desired bandwidth, with an average delay of 6.7 ms ± 1.2 ms. However, with TCP traffic, it is immediately apparent that the RT flows achieve very poor performance, achieving neither their required bandwidth nor acceptable delays and loss rates for interactive applications. In both cases, the poor real-time flow performance is caused by TCP being able to continually increase its sending window as it is reacting to a single packet loss with fast retransmit, rather than with slow start [79], and thus it does not slow down appreciably. In addition, the TCP sender in both cases is out of carrier-sense range of various of the nodes that are transmitting real-time flows, but within range of their respective receivers of real-time traffic. As such, the TCP flow can successfully acquire the wireless medium, while at the same time causes the real-time flows to experience packet loss and delay. The real-time flows experience information asymmetry [36] leading to significant delay and packet loss. TCP experiences no congestion and continuously increases its sending window, monopolizing node 4’s queue (Figure 2.5(a)) with its packets, reducing the queue capacity for forwarded RT traffic, resulting in increased packet loss at the queues [51].

It should be noted that poor performance is possible with non-TCP traffic. Consider flow 4→5, or flow 6→5, in scenario 1 or 2. If these flows were non-TCP (e.g., UDP) and operating at unfairly high loads, similar poor real-time performance occurs.
(a) QoS for Scenario A - Figure 2.5(a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S→D</th>
<th>Throughput (kbps)</th>
<th>Delay (ms)</th>
<th>Jitter (ms)</th>
<th>Loss Rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4→5</td>
<td>2092</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0→5</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5→0</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) QoS for Scenario B - Figure 2.5(b)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S→D</th>
<th>Throughput (kbps)</th>
<th>Delay (ms)</th>
<th>Jitter (ms)</th>
<th>Loss Rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6→5</td>
<td>2727</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0→5</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>663</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>45.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5→0</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>721</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>38.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: TCP traffic reduces real-time QoS

2.3.7 Service Discipline Efficacy

Service disciplines are known to be very effective in wireline networks. However, the unavoidable and unique issues of wireless communication challenges the effectiveness of service disciplines in these networks. Specifically, from Section 2.3.6 we see that the channel capacity is dynamically varying; channel errors are location-dependent as mobile stations sharing the medium will perceive different interference levels and fading. In addition, these are compounded by the lack of global channel state; nodes contend to discover availability to transmit.

Fair queueing, which includes all the disciplines that simulate the fluid fair queueing model [81], is often used to provide bounded-delay channel access and flow separation in wireline networks. We illustrate the efficacy of fair queueing by considering the scenario shown in Figure 2.5(a). Each node has a deficit round robin (DRR) scheduler. The simulation results are shown in Table 2.3. DRR is ineffective in guaranteeing real-time QoS. DRR simulates the fluid fair queueing model. The model defines the following property that must be satisfied with respect to each flow, \( i \):

\[
\forall i, j \in B(t_1, t_2), \left| \frac{W_i(t_1, t_2)}{r_i} - \frac{W_j(t_1, t_2)}{r_j} \right| = 0, \tag{2.6}
\]

\( B(t_1, t_2) \) is the set of backlogged flows, \( W_i(t_1, t_2) \) is the channel capacity granted to flow \( i \) and \( r_i \) is weight of flow \( i \)'s rate. The explanation is as follows [10]. Consider three flows during the time interval \([0, 2]\). Flows 1 and 2 have access to an idle and error-free
Table 2.3: Deficit Round-Robin does not Improve Fairness or Real-time QoS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source → Destination</th>
<th>Throughput (kbps)</th>
<th>Delay (ms)</th>
<th>Jitter (ms)</th>
<th>Loss Rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4→5</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0→5</td>
<td>39.2</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5→0</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

channel, while flow 3 experience a busy channel during the time interval [0, 1) and defers its transmission. Using Equation 2.6, the following capacity allocations are made:

$$W_1[0, 1) = W_2[0, 1) = \frac{1}{2}; W_3[0, 1) = 0$$
$$W_1[1, 2] = W_2[1, 2] = W_3[1, 2] = \frac{1}{2}.$$

However, over the time window [0, 2):

$$W_1[0, 2) = W_2[0, 2] = \frac{5}{6}, W_3[0, 2] = \frac{1}{3}$$

which fails the fair criterion. Using this explanation, it is seen that because it is only one hop away from the gateway, flow 4→5 will likely experience better (location-dependent) channel conditions than the other flows (0→5 and 5→0) and consequently violate fairness.

Traditional service disciplines used in wireline networks do not take location dependent channel conditions into account. When applied in a wireless environment where channel conditions are much more dynamic, they fail to be effective. There are wireless fair queueing disciplines (WFQD) [10] such as: wireless fair service (WFS), server-based fairness approach (SBFA), idealized wireless fair queueing (IWFQ), and channel condition independent fair queueing (CIFQ). These algorithms use a compensation model to compensate flows that experienced bad channel conditions. In addition, they have methods that continually monitor and predict channel conditions that increase scheduling efficiency and support for delay-sensitive and error-sensitive flow decoupling.

If the service discipline is channel-condition aware such as the above WFQDs and it is work-conserving, low delay is not guaranteed because of the coupling between bandwidth and delay as discussed in Section 2.3.2. Flow 4→5 in Figure 2.5(a) is an infinite TCP flow that is causing congestion in the network. A (channel-condition aware) work-conserving fair scheduler would simply distribute the effects of congestion, increasing the delays and packet loss rates of every flow. What is needed is a non-work-conserving discipline which inherently decouples bandwidth and delay, such that the rates of TCP
flows are controlled regardless of the bandwidth (capacity) available. Guaranteeing QoS for real-time flows becomes a factor of controlling the load in the network below congestion.

For wireless mesh networks, it has been shown that, by themselves, fair-queueing, priority queueing and AQM mechanisms such as RED (and its variants) do not solve the problem [35, 36, 48, 51].

2.3.8 QoS in Multihop Networks

QoS provision primarily relies on reserving resources and ensuring that the reservation is met throughout the lifetime of the QoS sensitive traffic [18]. Research on QoS support in multihop networks include [104]: QoS models, resource reservation signalling and or admission control, QoS routing, QoS MAC, and more recently, packet aggregation.

QoS models such as [105], define the architecture to provide certain services within the network. Traditional QoS models include: Integrated Services (IntServ) [85], Differentiated Services (DiffServ) [11] and Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) [118]. A QoS model for a multihop wireless network should consider the inherent challenges of time varying link capacity due to fading channels and broadcast nature of the wireless spectrum, topology, and the effects from type of traffic.

Signalling whether implicit or explicit is necessary for QoS reservation. A QoS signal is a control message to an entity in the network that directs any operation that achieves reservation or negotiation of resources. QoS signalling coordinates the behaviour of QoS routing and MAC and the admitting and scheduling of flows. It is necessary that the signal is reliably and efficiently transmitted with minimal delay because it is the transmission of a control message. Signalling can be in-band or out-of-band. In-band refers to signalling that is done on the same channel or path as the data. For better efficiency control packets can be piggybacked with data packets. Out-of-band signalling uses explicit control packets over an exclusive channel or path.

Admission control is an integral part of QoS reservation. An admission control protocol or algorithm must accurately assess the current resource utilization of flows in the system to determine whether new flows can be allowed without impacting the QoS guarantee of the existing flows. In a wired network, where the view of the communication medium or physical wire is the same for all nodes sharing it, admission control is simpler. The shared wireless medium do not provide such a unified view; each node perceive
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different levels of contention and interference from another. Admission control is thus more difficult in wireless multihop networks as the assessment of resource usage now requires the communication of each node’s view and or neighbouring nodes’ views. For example, a wireless multihop network may be lightly loaded then suddenly overloaded if a new flow’s hop-count is large, consuming plenty channel resource. For example, the admission control scheme in [58] that used packet-marking to characterize load by computation, admitting a connection if lightly loaded is not directly applicable to wireless multihop networks. Lee et al. [66] proposed INSIGNIA, which is a framework based on in-band signalling and soft-state setup for ad hoc networks. The framework utilizes existing systems for admission control, packet forwarding, routing, and scheduling and is transparent to any MAC. The signalling control data is carried in the IP option of every IP data packet to enforce per flow resource reservation. Yang and Kravets [111] propose a contention-aware admission control protocol (CACP) for mobile ad hoc networks. The idea in that paper is that a node should consider both local resources and resources of its contending neighbours (c-neighbours) since it may consume their resources through contention. Nodes within carrier sense range are queried to determine whether new flows can be admitted. Chakeres and Belding-Royer [17] proved that CACP makes unnecessarily bandwidth reservations. They instead proposed perceptive admission control (PAC) that estimates available bandwidth by adjusting the carrier sense range to measure the channel busy time.

The intent of QoS routing is to search for network paths that have sufficient resources to meet the QoS requirements of admitted flows. Paths should be selected such that resource utilization is globally efficient [18]. QoS routing is different from routing protocols such as destination-sequenced distance vector (DSDV) [82], dynamic source routing (DSR) [49], zone routing protocol (ZRP) [41], and optimized link-state routing (OLSR) [20] that focus on shortest-path and achieving a high availability due to topology dynamics. QoS routing protocols must coordinate with a resource manager to establish paths that meet end-to-end QoS requirements, including costs. Sivakumar et al. [89] proposed a core-extraction distributed routing algorithm (CEDAR) for QoS routing. A self-organizing routing infrastructure called the core covers the network as every node in the core covers its \( n \)-neighbourhood. The core enables efficient route computation, and along with link state propagation enables QoS support in ad hoc networks. Chen and Narhstedt [18] proposed ticket-based algorithms for QoS routing. The algorithms are
made to utilize imprecise state information to find routes that satisfy delay or bandwidth requirements. A ticket is considered permission on behalf a node to search paths that could satisfy the required QoS. Multiple paths are searched in parallel to find the best one. The number of tickets issued determine the amount of paths to search and overhead.

Xue and Ganz [108] proposed ad hoc QoS on-demand routing (AQOR) that combines admission control and bandwidth reservation in routing. QoS is maintained through temporary reservation and destination-initiated recovery procedures. Yin et al. [113] proposed a traffic aware routing metric called path predicted transmission time (PPTT). PPTT is feasible with single and multi-radio configurations. It considers the impact of interference from self-traffic and neighbouring real time communication (RTC) traffic which results in a more accurate estimation of path transmission delay. PPTT capable of choosing high quality paths for RTC flows as it is able to distinguish links using wireless channels and radios.

In addition to the operation of resolving medium access contention and reducing hidden and exposed terminals effects, a QoS MAC such as [5, 17, 55, 56, 74, 90, 91, 98, 109, 101] provides resource reservation and QoS guarantees to real-time traffic. The 802.11e [76] draft extends the 802.11 protocol to achieve QoS functionality within the DCF by appropriately adjusting the CW and inter-frame spacing. In this thesis, we focus on achieving soft real-time guarantees with ubiquitous 802.11 hardware. A new MAC would require new or upgraded hardware which incurs a significant increase in costs. Kravets [112] model the delay caused by 802.11 MAC contention and state that a significant portion of the end-to-end delay is caused by the contention delay. The probabilistic model was used to create a Distributed Delay Allocation (DDA) algorithm that provide average delay guarantees by allocating a contention window size for each node according to the delay requirements of each flow.

As previously discussed, interactive real-time applications have very small packet payloads that can result in bandwidth under-utilization or inefficiencies. Aggregation, which is the combination of smaller packets into a larger packet is a effective method of improving the utilization. Aggregation can occur at the source or at ingress nodes. A simple implementation such as in [60] can incur additional delay over-head when waiting for packets to aggregate. An improved implementation such as [45] utilizes the natural queueing or system delays to aggregate back-logged packets. Niculescu et al. [78] improved the latter scheme with header compression to achieve a significant increase in
2.4 RELATED WORK

In this section we review related work that take a practical approach to realizing soft-
real time guarantees with competing best-effort traffic. It is important to note that much
research have focused on guaranteed throughput (e.g., [51]) or have ignored the effects
of competing traffic classes. In addition, as presented in our background, guaranteed
throughput is not sufficient for guaranteed real-time performance as the delay require-
ment could still be unachieved. We therefore discuss work that focus on providing real-
time performance with respect to delay, jitter, and packet loss.

Ahn et al. [2] proposed a service differentiation scheme that achieves real-time QoS
by source rate limiting best-effort traffic with probe-based admission control. Their ap-
proach assumes a stateless wireless ad hoc networks (SWAN) model. SWAN performs
local rate control for UDP real-time and TCP traffic, and sender based admission control
for UDP traffic. ECN marking is used as a signal to regulate UDP traffic if the network
becomes overloaded. TCP is rate limited with respect to the per-hop MAC delay mea-
surements from packet transmission using an AIMD discipline. SWAN does not depend
on per flow or aggregate state information and rely only on measurements derived from
querying the MAC.

It has been shown in [110] that an admission and rate control scheme based on delay
measurements can perform poorly since traffic delay is related to the packet scheduling
between competing traffic at neighbouring nodes [112]. Delay measurements can be in-
accurate whenever a new flow is admitted since the previous measured packet delay is
much smaller. When the new packet is admitted it can severely increase overall packet
delay which can fail to guarantee real-time QoS. Moreover, because it is stateless, SWAN
can be inefficient. Different real-time applications require different delay metrics to be
met. However, because there is no per flow state, the smallest delay have to be unneces-
sarily maintained across all real-time applications with different requirments. This could
cause an unnecessarily low TCP rate.

Wu et al. [103] proposed SoftMAC, which is a collaborative software MAC posi-
tion between layer 2 and 3, that supports multimedia for 802.11-based multihop wireless networks. The scheme uses distributed soft-state admission control and strict priority queueing for real-time traffic and rate limiting for best-effort (BE) TCP traffic. These mechanisms are based on the notion of fraction of air time (FAT) that considers the time costs to deliver a packet from a source to destination. The costs include the overhead time for carrier sensing, back-off, MAC-frame ACK, and retransmissions. FAT essentially translates into an estimation of bandwidth requirement for flows. FAT is of two forms: consumed and residual FAT, which are defined as the fraction of total air time consumed or available in a given time interval to the length of the interval. On request for admittance, the consumed FAT is computed and compared to the residual FAT. If the consumed FAT is less than the residual FAT, the flow is admitted. Similarly, the residual FAT is used to gauge the rate limiting of the BE traffic. The FAT computation takes into consideration the impact on existing flows within a neighbourhood of nodes (i.e., nodes within communication range). Each node periodically broadcasts its FAT allocations. A broadcast is also triggered when consumed FAT is reserved or released for flows. Each node uses the broadcasted information to estimate bandwidth availability and govern flow admittance. Priority queueing is used for service differentiation. Real-time traffic is given priority over BE traffic, while the control signalling traffic is of the highest priority. Though the FAT concept is very useful, for implementation, there is a trade-off between signalling overhead and guaranteed performance. SoftMAC broadcasts information which communicates channel conditions, such as frame loss probability and link capacity that is necessary for the FAT prediction.

SoftMAC is similar to equation-based congestion control mechanisms. It has the advantage of providing smooth rate control because bandwidth allocations are computed. However, such a scheme is slow to respond to network dynamics and incipient congestion. In addition, successful bandwidth allocation is dependent on accurate measurements and fast and reliable transmission of these measurements. Accurate measurements require suitably large observation periods. However, large observation periods cannot be granted if we want a system to be suitably responsive. Therefore, SoftMAC must trade off accurate measurements for responsiveness which reduces its efficient. SoftMAC admission control can cause inefficiencies because it wrongly denies flows that should be admitted as presented in the paper. Similarly, the measurement of physical link capacity via probing underestimates the true link capacity as the link rates increases (see Fig. 6
For example, at 54 Mbps link capacity, the measured capacity is 45 Mbps reducing the bandwidth for real-time and BE flows. It is evident that the delay results for the real-time flows are influenced greatly by the use of strict priority queueing. Priority queueing presents a disadvantage to BE flows.

A drawback of SoftMAC and SWAN are the assumptions of interference. SWAN does source-based admission control, while the intermediate nodes have the ability to rate limit flows whether TCP or real-time flows. Based on that paper, there is the implicit assumption that TCP traffic is always on the same path as the real-time flows, ignoring interference or busy conditions from TCP traffic that is not local to that path. If the interfering TCP traffic is not rate controlled, real-time QoS can be disrupted. Admission control is similarly affected. A smaller number of flows is admitted because of interfering and unlimited elastic TCP traffic that consume significant bandwidth.

The authors of SoftMAC, during the analysis of FAT, assume that interference, carrier sense and communication range are the same. In their simulation experiments (see Fig. 7 in [103]) the distance between neighbouring nodes, communication range, and carrier sense range is 24 m, 25 m, and 30 m, respectively. This set-up significantly diminishes the effect of interference. Interference effects are far more significant in a set-up with an interference or carrier sense range that is much larger than the transmission range and would cause poorer performance in rate and admission control. In addition, it is unclear if SoftMAC is operational in an 802.11-based multichannel network since the calculations of FAT would then involve non-neighbouring nodes.

Our critique of related work suggests the need for a system that is first, very responsive and reactive enabling soft real-time QoS, while ensuring that elastic TCP traffic throughput is optimal. The system must also achieve efficient network load management via rate and or admission control. Load control and general operation of the system must based on realistic assumptions about interference. The efficacy of the scheme should be transparent to the underlying MAC; it must be easily installed via software upgrades and easily ported for use with future MACs such as 802.11e or 802.11n [106]. In this thesis, we present mechanisms that try to achieve these objectives.
3 Real-time RED

RtRED is inspired by the original RED algorithm [32]. Like RED, an exponentially-weighted moving average (EWMA) and linear probability curve is calculated and compared with respect to the minimum and maximum queue size thresholds. However, unlike RED, RtRED defines two classes, real-time and elastic, with respective queues. Voice, interactive-video, and MOG traffic of UDP and RTP protocols are classified as real-time, while long-lived FTP, HTTP and other TCP traffic are classified as elastic. The EWMA is maintained for the real-time queue, $rtq$. When the EWMA of the $rtq$ exceeds the queue thresholds, following original RED, a drop or marking probability is calculated, but instead of marking or dropping packets from its own real-time queue, packets are dropped or marked from the elastic queue, $elq$ as shown in Algorithm 1. In essence, rtq size influences packet drops or marking on the $elq$. When deployed, each mesh router node would have to be RtRED capable. The ns-2 implementation is shown in Figure 3.1.

As discussed in Section 2.3.3, queue size is a direct indicator of congestion. A large

\begin{algorithm}
\caption{RtRED Algorithm - Modified RED algorithm from [32]}
\begin{algorithmic}
\State For each packet arrival:
\State \hspace{1em} calculate the average real-time queue size, $avg$, of $rtq$
\State \hspace{1em} $avg = (1 - W_q)avg + W_q \times rtq$
\State \hspace{1em} \textbf{if} $min_{th} \leq avg < max_{th}$ \textbf{then}
\State \hspace{2em} calculate probability $p_a$
\State \hspace{2em} with probability $p_a$:
\State \hspace{3em} \textbf{if} arriving packet is elastic \textbf{then}
\State \hspace{4em} mark or drop the arriving packet
\State \hspace{2em} \textbf{end if}
\State \hspace{1em} \textbf{else if} $max_{th} \leq avg$ \textbf{then}
\State \hspace{2em} \textbf{if} arriving packet is elastic \textbf{then}
\State \hspace{3em} mark or drop the arriving packet
\State \hspace{2em} \textbf{end if}
\State \hspace{1em} \textbf{end if}
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

queue size means that packets have long waiting times before they are serviced. In this respect, RtRED monitors its $rtq$ size to detect the congestion caused by competing TCP
Figure 3.1: Ns2 RtRED Implementation
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Setting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical rate</td>
<td>11 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTS/CTS</td>
<td>Off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission Range</td>
<td>250 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier-sense Range</td>
<td>550 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Propagation</td>
<td>Two-ray Ground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>$1000 \times 1000 m^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queue Type</td>
<td>Queue/RtRED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routing protocol</td>
<td>DSDV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic Type</td>
<td>UDP, Infinite TCP(of 1500-byte packets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive real-time traffic</td>
<td>48 Kbps/60-byte packets per 10 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$min_{th}$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$max_{th}$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_q$</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: RtRED Experiment Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$S \rightarrow D$</th>
<th>Throughput (kbps)</th>
<th>Delay (ms)</th>
<th>Jitter (ms)</th>
<th>Loss Rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4→5</td>
<td>984.6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0→5</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5→0</td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: The QoS achieved with RtRED

traffic. We leverage the best-effort nature of TCP, reducing its throughput via packet drops to increase the residual bandwidth for real-time traffic improving its QoS.

Using the set-up in Table 3.1, we evaluated RtRED’s performance by simulating the simple scenario shown in Figure 2.5(a). The results are shown in Table 3.2. RtRED is not effective as desired as seen from the large one-way delays of the real-time flow. TCP also experiences significant packet loss. In an 802.11 environment, such packet loss wastes resources transmitting packets that will be dropped eventually, at an intermediate (forwarding) node, for example. RtRED performs poorly because of the TCP effects as discussed in Section 2.3.6. In addition, TCP does not reduce its sending rate quickly enough to allow the real-time flows sufficient access to the medium. TCP packet loss at the queues is detected by non-receipt of an ACK (or duplicated ACKs) within a certain

$min_{th}$ and $max_{th}$ are set to 0 and 1, respectively. Although this may seem aggressive it results in the best real-time delay.
time period. Controlled by the sender’s timer, when this period expires and an ACK has not been received for a packet, congestion is perceived and the sending window is reduced. The response time for TCP to reduce its sending window is dependent on its timer setting which is course-grained or not sufficiently rapid, causing back-log in the real-time queues.

Although real-time traffic QoS is within the desirable bounds for interactive applications, RtRED’s performance is undesirable, considering the additional delay, jitter, and loss that would be encountered from the Internet and last-mile access to the other end-host. The resulting real-time traffic delay, using RtRED, is at least eight times as the real-time traffic delay, absent TCP (see Section 2.3.6). Moreover, when we simulate this scenario (Figure 2.5(a)), setting the TCP flow to the the residual maximum throughput (calculated from the theory presented in Section 2.1.3.1), real-time traffic delay is less than 15 ms. Further, RtRED fails to achieve real-time QoS when we simulate the scenario in Figure 2.5(b), where the TCP flow does not share paths with the real-time traffic, but interferes with the real-time traffic.

The back-logged behaviour in the real-time queues, RtRED’s ineffectiveness when there is interfering TCP traffic (that do not intersect with real-time traffic), and the desirable real-time QoS when we explicitly rate-limit TCP, give insight for a better solution. RtRED cannot slow down elastic traffic that may be causing interference because its design assumes that real-time and elastic traffic traverse the same nodes. Any approach to the problem must assume interference from elastic traffic transmissions. Further, it is necessary to communicate with the nodes carrying elastic traffic to cooperatively slow down their transmissions. We use this as motivation for a better approach which we discuss next.
4 Real-time Queue Rate and Admission Control

While RtRED was not as effective as desired, it did point to a possible solution, viz. using the real-time queue behaviour to control elastic traffic queue behaviour. We expand on that solution and thus propose Real-time Queue-based Rate and Admission Control, RtQ-RAC.

Improving on the RtRED scheme, RtQ-RAC is designed to support interactive multimedia application traffic from multiplayer online games e.g. FPS and VoIP services in wireless mesh networks\(^1\). In this regard, we assume that all traffic (or communication sessions) is between a wireless mesh node and an end-host in the Internet which implies that every flow traverses the wireless mesh gateway. RtQ-RAC is designed to work with commodity off-the-shelf 802.11a/b/g and future wireless network interface cards such as 802.11e and 802.11n without any modification to the standard MAC DCF. RtQ-RAC is a reactive QoS scheme. By using increase-decrease rate control algorithms and packet marking admission control, RtQ-RAC maintains network load of best effort and real-time traffic below congestion, allowing real-time traffic to achieve its desired QoS. The main idea and novelty is that rate and admission control is directed and influenced by real-time queues.

4.1 Architecture

RtQ-RAC employs a number of mechanisms to enforce soft real-time QoS as depicted in Figure 4.1. There are six major components of RtQ-RAC. The scheme is centered around the queue management component. By inspecting packet headers, the classifier sorts received packets, differentiating between control (e.g. routing messages, ACKs etc.), real-time, and elastic packets, buffering them in respective queues at the queue

\(^1\)RtQ-RAC is applicable to other multimedia applications e.g. streaming-video and streaming-audio. However, these applications lack stringent interactivity requirements and use large buffering to smooth playback during significant delay and jitter. Large buffering is inappropriate for interactive applications as it increases delays which diminishes interactivity.
management component. The average real-time queue size, $rtq_a$ governs the rate control and shaping of elastic traffic and packet marking. The information gathered from packet marking is used in the admission control component. It is also used as a signal to enforce rate control of elastic sources or flows that do not share similar nodes with real-time traffic, but whose transmission may interfere with real-time traffic. A priority queueing discipline schedules control and data (real-time and elastic) traffic. Within the data traffic class, real-time and elastic traffic is round-robin scheduled. RtQ-RAC is designed such that rate and admission control exist in the control plane, while packet classification, queue management, and packet marking are data-plane functions. In addition, while rate-control functions exist on every mesh node, admission decisions are determined solely by egress mesh nodes that infer network state. The rate control mechanism continually reacts with respect to variation of $rtq_a$. Elastic traffic is regulated by
increasing or decreasing its shaping rate when the average real-time queue size is below or above some threshold, minimizing its impact on existing real-time flows. The traffic shaper is a simple token bucket filter. By delaying the elastic packets with respect to the rate calculated by the rate controller, the traffic shaper reduces contention and congestion, ensuring that real-time traffic gets more air-time to transmit its packet.

The admission control component achieves two goals. First, it determines if there are enough network resources or bandwidth to fully support new requests. Second, it ensures that admitted flows are protected and conformant to their traffic specification. In wired networks, bandwidth, link, and path utilization are determined from the aggregate load of existing flows compared to the link capacity which are easy to obtain or to estimate accurately. In an 802.11-based multihop wireless network, it is more difficult because of continual variation of capacity caused by interference, hidden and exposed terminal problems, collisions, and MAC frame overheads. As discussed in Chapter 2, schemes that explicitly compute capacity under or over estimate residual capacity causing poor performing admission control. To address this, we use a reactive admission control scheme. Admittance is determined from the result of sending slow-rise bidirectional probe packets between the mesh source and mesh gateway if the connection originates within the WMN, and between the mesh gateway and mesh destination, if the connection originates from the Internet. In both cases, the gateway acts as a proxy for the remote host in the Internet.

The scheduling mechanism gives non-preemptive priority to control packets. If control packets are available they are sent before data packets. Packet-based round-robin scheduling is done for the elastic and real-time traffic. Non-preemptive priority queuing could also be used to give real-time traffic higher priority. However, it is unnecessary because network load is held under capacity and elastic traffic is in conformance with the rate governed by the real-time traffic.

There is no need for error-prone estimation of capacity and shaping rates in RtQRAC because it is completely reactive. The exact value of capacity or load is irrelevant; we simply need to know if real-time QoS is being degraded or if load is approaching the network’s capacity. Admission control decisions and shaping rates are derived from real-time queue sizes that reflect residual capacity, whatever it is, without overloading the network. In other words, the correct characterization of residual capacity of a path is inferred from the real-time queues. Exceeding the real-time queue threshold size, $rtq_{Th}$
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signals the onset of degraded real-time QoS and congestion which are communicated with other nodes by marking real-time packets and slow-rise probes.

4.2 ALGORITHMS

We now present the main control algorithms used in RtQ-RAC: 1) real-time queue directed rate control, RtQ-RC and 2) real-time queue influenced admission control, RtQ-AC.

4.2.1 RtQ-RC

The rate controller’s purpose is to regulate the elastic traffic with respect to real-time (RT) traffic. In others words, the remaining bandwidth unconsumed by the real-time traffic is allocated to the elastic traffic. The rate controller sets the dynamic rate of the traffic shaper i.e. the token bucket filter using an increase-decrease algorithm, such as AIMD. Each node allocates a single real-time queue, $rtq$ and an elastic queue, $elq$, if real-time and elastic traffic traverses it. $rtq$ provides feedback to the rate controller. Each node independently regulates elastic traffic when shared with real-time traffic as shown in Algorithm 2. Nodes also operate cooperatively to regulate elastic traffic, if elastic traffic exists on different paths or nodes as shown in Algorithm 3. If real-time and elastic traffic do not share the same nodes or path, real-time packets are possibly marked based on the feedback from the $rtq$ size, if that elastic traffic transmission causes contention. The marking operation is similar to what is done in AQM. However, unlike traditional AQM schemes, the queue size feedback enforces rate control. In addition, where traditional queue-size based AQM schemes mark or discard packets of that queue experiencing congestion, in this work a real-time queue representing a different traffic class is used to explicitly influence another.

Algorithm 2 allows elastic traffic rate to rise if the real-time queue is not experiencing congestion which occurs when the average real-time queue size, $rtq_a < rtq_{Th}$. If congestion is experienced then elastic traffic is decreased progressively with respect to the factor, $fac$. If elastic traffic does not traverse that node, real-time packets are marked for use in Algorithm 3. In Algorithm 3, the marked real-time packets are used to influence remote rate control. The gateway node, for example, when it receives a marked real-time packet will directly decrease elastic traffic, if it is the source, or mark the ce-bit in the
TCP ACK packet. A decrease of TCP rate is continually signalled until \( rtcongested_i \) is false for all real-time flows, \( i \). When a node receives an ACK, if its ce-bit is set, elastic traffic rate is decreased; otherwise elastic traffic rate is increased.

RtQ-RC’s algorithms are effective when the aggregate load of the existing real-time traffic is below the network’s capacity. It is possible, absent appropriate mechanisms, that too many real-time flows exist in the network, causing congestion and disrupting the QoS. Therefore, to sufficiently support real-time QoS, admission control is necessary. We describe our admission control scheme next.

### 4.2.2 RtQ-AC

RtQ-AC exploits the packet marking functionality of the above algorithm to influence admission control. Admission of a flow is negotiated between a mesh source and mesh gateway or between a mesh destination and mesh gateway. The gateway acts a proxy for the Internet destination or source, respectively. When a new flow needs to be admitted, the node (\( i.e. \) proxy gateway or mesh source) sends slow-rise probes up to the flow traffic specification (tspec). Reverse slow-rise probes are also sent from the destination towards the gateway since an interactive multimedia flow is simultaneously bidirectional. The slow-rising of the probes purpose is to influence the packet marking rate. The probe packets are treated as real-time packets, not control packets and thus share the same queue as real-time traffic. When an application request admittance, probe packets are generated to emulate the application’s packets. The slow-rise mechanism is an AIMD function that is capped by the tspec rate and a slow probe timeout.

On a request, the source and destination each maintain an exponential weighted average of the ratio of marked real-time packets and total real-time packets, \( \gamma \), received during the slow probe period; marked and unmarked real-time packets include the slow-rise probe packets. For each received real-time packet destined at the node, \( \gamma \) is compared with a defined admittance threshold, \( \alpha \) as shown in Algorithm 4. If \( \gamma < \alpha \), an increase of the slow-rise probes is performed, otherwise it is decreased according to the AIMD function. When the slow probe period expires the current rate of the AIMD is compared with the tspec. The flow is admitted if that rate is close (within 5%) to the tspec; otherwise it is denied.
Algorithm 2 RtQ-RC : Local

Init:
\[ rtq_{Th} = 1; \quad rtq_a = 0 \]
\[ W_{rtq} = 0.125; \quad fac = 0 \]

On enqueuing a packet:

calculate EWMA \( rtq_a \) of \( rtq \):

if \( rtq \neq \text{null} \) then

\[ rtq_a = W_{rtq} \times rtq + (1 - W_{rtq}) \times rtq_a \]
\[ rtcongested = \text{false} \]

if \( rtq_a \leq rtq_{minTh} \) then

\[ W_{rtq} = 0.125 \]
\[ fac = rtq_{minTh} - rtq_a \]
else if \( rtq_{minTh} < rtq_a < rtq_{Th} \) then

\[ W_{rtq} = 0.6 \]
\[ fac = 0 \]
else

\[ W_{rtq} = 0.875 \]
if \( rtq_a > rtq_{maxTh} \) then

\[ fac = 0.5 \]
\[ rtcongested = \text{true} \]
else

\[ fac = 1 - (rtq_a/rtq_{maxTh}) \times 0.5) \]
\[ rtcongested = \text{true} \]
end if
end if

if \( elq \neq \text{null} \) then

if \( rtcongested = \text{true} \) then

decrease rate based on \( fac \)
else

increase rate based on \( fac \)
end if

else

mark real-time packets:

if \( rtcongested = \text{true} \) then

mark \( rtq \) head packet
end if
end if
end if
Algorithm 3 RtQ-RC: Remote

On packet arrival:
if RT packet then
  if marked then
    \( rtcongested_i = true \)
  else
    \( rtcongested_i = false \)
  end if
end if

if TCP-ACK and destination then
  if ce-bit set then
    decrease rate
  else
    increase rate
  end if
end if

On sending a packet:
if TCP-ACK then
  if any \( rtcongested_i \) then
    set ce-bit
  end if
end if

if TCP then
  if any \( rtcongested_i \) then
    decrease rate
  end if
end if
Algorithm 4 RtQ-AC

On new admission request with $t_{spec}$:

start slow-rise probe timer

while slow-rise probe timer pending do

if RT-PROBE packet received then

AIMD discipline of $rate$:

if $\gamma < \alpha$ then

if $rate < t_{spec}$ then

$rate = rate + additive$

end if

if $rate \geq t_{spec}$ then

align to $t_{spec}$ rate:

$rate = t_{spec}$

end if

end if

if $\gamma > \alpha$ then

aggressively decrease rate as state of affairs is bad and to protect existing flows:

$rate = rate \times 0.5$

end if

end if

end while

admit or deny flow:

if $rate \approx t_{spec}$ then

admit flow

else

deny flow

end if
4.3 INCREASE-DECREASE ALGORITHMS

In this section we present the rate control disciplines. An increase-decrease algorithm directs the rate increase or decrease of elastic traffic and thus affects its utilization of residual bandwidth. Moreover, the increase-decrease algorithm affects real-time QoS since it determines the degree of rate penalization to elastic traffic that is causing congestion. We use additive-increase multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) and additive-increase additive-decrease (AIAD) disciplines for RtQ-RC. These algorithms determine a rate in bits per second for elastic traffic that is enforced by a respective token bucket filter (TBF).

4.3.1 ADDITIVE-INCREASE MULTIPLICATIVE-DECREASE

Additive-increase multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) is primarily used for congestion control algorithms. It is stable regardless of initial value [19]. It is used in TCP’s congestion control mechanisms [79]. By default, we use an AIMD algorithm, shown in Algorithm 5 to direct rate control of elastic traffic. AIMD is usually used for self-traffic congestion management. In TCP, for example, its ACK return rate determines the increase or decrease its sending window. However, in RtQ-RC, the additive and fac parameters that influence the amount of increase or decrease are relative to rtqa which is orthogonal. On a node, for every packet arrival, rtqa is updated; elastic traffic is allowed to gradually (i.e., additively) increase until large real-time traffic delays are detected via rtqa (i.e., the average real-time queue size is large; rtqa > 1). When this occurs, TCP elastic traffic rate is quickly lowered by multiplicative decrease relieving the congestion and improving real-time QoS. On nodes where only TCP traffic exists, AIMD control is governed indirectly by rtqa via real-time packet marking. Nodes that receive marked real-time packets set respective flow variables in rtcongested, to maintain state and set the ce-bit of TCP ACK packets. Elastic TCP traffic is multiplicatively reduced, if any rtcongested variable or an received ACK packet’s ce-bit is set.

4.3.2 ADDITIVE-INCREASE ADDITIVE-DECREASE

Additive-increase additive-decrease (AIAD) is not as common as AIMD. In RtQ-RC, it is used as an alternative rate control discipline. The AIAD decrease of elastic traffic rate is less aggressive than that of AIMD because it is such that the rate is reduce by negative additive instead of a multiplicative factor. As shown in Algorithm 6, with respect to
Algorithm 5 AIMD for RtQ-RC

On RT packet arrival:
if INCREASE then
    rate = rate + additive × fac
end if
if DECREASE then
    rate = rate × fac
end if
return rate

$r_{tq_a}$, its operation is similar to the AIMD operation in Algorithm 5; the rate decrease in AIAD is determined by a decrement which is calculated from the TCP packet size in bits, $TCP_PKT_SIZE$ and the inverse of $fac$.

Algorithm 6 AIAD for RtQ-RC

On RT packet arrival:
if INCREASE then
    rate = rate + additive × fac
end if
if DECREASE then
    decrement = $TCP_PKT_SIZE × \frac{1}{fac}$
    if decrement < rate then
        rate = rate − decrement
    end if
end if
return rate

4.4 DISCUSSION

In this section, we extend our presentation of RtQ-RAC to address issues related to the assumptions, parameter variables, advantages and implementation of its algorithms.

4.4.1 PARAMETER SETTINGS

The average, $r_{tq_a}$ is used to influence the increase-decrease algorithms for elastic traffic rate control.
Denote $\alpha(t)$ and $\delta(t)$ as the number of arrivals and departures in the interval $(0, t)$ at some time, $t$. Now,

$$N(t) = \alpha(t) - \delta(t) \quad (4.1)$$

is the number of jobs or items in the system at time, $t$ [61]. The total area between $\alpha(t)$ and $\delta(t)$ is the total time the jobs have spent in the system i.e., job-seconds during the interval $(0, t)$ and is denoted as $\gamma(t)$.

$$\lambda_t = \frac{\alpha(t)}{t} \quad (4.2)$$

is the average arrival rate during $(0, t)$. Since $\gamma(t)$ is the accumulated job-seconds up till $t$, the system time per job averaged over all jobs in $(0, t)$, $T_t$ is:

$$T_t = \frac{\gamma(t)}{\alpha(t)} \quad (4.3)$$

Now, the average number of jobs in the queueing system during $(0, t)$, $\bar{N}_t$ is:

$$\bar{N}_t = \frac{\gamma(t)}{t} \quad (4.4)$$

Therefore,

$$\bar{N}_t = \lambda_t T_t \quad (4.5)$$

i.e., the average number of jobs in the queue is the average arrival rate times the system time per job.

Assuming, $\lambda = \lim_{t \to \infty} \lambda_t$ and $T = \lim_{t \to \infty} T_t$,

$$\bar{N}_t = \lambda T \quad (4.6)$$

Equation 4.6 is Little’s result i.e., the average number of jobs in a queue system is equal to the average arrival rate of jobs to that system times the average time spent in that system. It is independent of the inter-arrival time, the service time, the number of servers and the queueing discipline [61].

Representing jobs as packets, $r_{tq_a}$ represents equation 4.6 and captures the total system time since a real-time queue is layered above the underlying 802.11 MAC operations.
(e.g., packet transmissions, backoffs and busy-channel timer deferrals). We want minimal delays subject to these MAC operations. When \( \bar{N} \) i.e., \( rtq_a \), is greater than 1, it means the system is unable to service jobs (in our case, real-time packets) as fast as they arrive, creating a back-log. In other words, if the utilization factor, \( \rho \), which is the average arrival rate times the average service time (i.e., \( \frac{\text{load}}{\text{capacity}} \)) is greater than 1, then the system is unstable, increasing delays [15, 61]. Therefore, local rate control (Algorithm 2) operates by allowing the elastic traffic rate to rise as long as the real-time queue is not experiencing congestion (i.e., the average real-time queue size is not large; \( rtq_a \leq rtq_{\text{minTh}} \)). If the real-time queue size grows but the real-time traffic is still being serviced \( (rtq_{\text{minTh}} < rtq_a < rtq_{\text{Th}} = 1) \), then no further increases are permitted in elastic traffic. If the average real-time queue size exceeds 1, then the arrival rate is greater than the service rate; congestion is declared and the elastic traffic rate is cut, progressively further as the average real-time queue size increase. Elastic TCP traffic is maximally reduced (by half) if \( rtq_a > rtq_{\text{maxTh}} \). We have found by experiment that \( rtq_{\text{minTh}} = 0.6 \) and \( rtq_{\text{maxTh}} = 5 \) yield good results.

In addition, we have found it necessary, when computing the average queue size, to use an exponentially weighted moving average, where the weighting factor, \( W_{rtq} \), is adjusted upward according to the queue size, causing a faster reaction to congestion. Similarly, the factor, \( fac \), by which we increase and decrease the TCP traffic rate is also adjusted according to the queue size. We have found that varying these parameters improves the efficiency of TCP traffic in using residual bandwidth.

The value of \( \alpha \) determines the strictness of RtQ-AC. We have found that when \( \alpha > 0.3 \), admission control is too lenient, admitting more RT flows than the network can handle. An \( \alpha \) of between 0.25 and 0.3 was usually sufficient, preventing RT flows from being admitted that would interfere with the QoS requirements of existing flows, while allowing those that would not cause problems. When \( \alpha < 0.2 \) admission control is stringent, denying flows that could be admitted and achieve their desired QoS. The additive parameter is kept low, typically 1000 bps, to slowly probe for bandwidth. Finally, we usually set the slow-rise probe time to 2 seconds; however, it can be derived from an initial slow-rise rate (with respect to tspec rate) and the value of additive.
4.4. DISCUSSION

4.4.2 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we briefly describe a feasible implementation of RtQ-RAC according to the architecture shown in Figure 4.1. The rate control and admission control modules can be implemented using current mechanisms available in the Internet protocol stack and by modifying existing 802.11 drivers e.g., Madwifi Atheros [84]. We describe the relevant module implementation below.

4.4.2.1 QUEUE MANAGEMENT AND RATE CONTROL

We remove the buffering at the MAC layer to support the implementation of the queue management and rate control modules. Therefore, implemented in the driver, a packet will be pushed down from our managed queues to the MAC layer only when there is no pending packet. In other words, we keep the NIC’s buffer length at a maximum size of one packet, pushing packets one-by-one from RtQ-RAC’s queue to the NIC’s buffer. We classify packets using the type-of-service (TOS) field in the IP header, which supports differentiated services (DiffServ) and explicit congestion notification (ECN). Classified packets are placed into respective queues as shown in Figure 4.1 and are non-preemptive priority and round-robin scheduled. We use a token bucket to enforce rate control of TCP elastic traffic according to Algorithms 2, 3, and 5 or 6.

4.4.2.2 PACKET MARKING FOR REMOTE RATE AND ADMISSION CONTROL

We utilize packet marking for admission and remote rate control. We implement packet marking using the congestion experienced bit (ce-bit) of the IP header. Marking can also be done on real-time packets that have the RTP (Real-time protocol) header. Using Algorithm 2, a real-time packet is marked by setting the ce-bit, if real-time traffic is perceived to be experiencing congestion. Similarly, a TCP ACK packet ce-bit is set, if at least one \( \text{rtcongested} \) state variable is true. We implement our slow-rise probing module in the network layer parallel to routing, however, only egress mesh routers perform slow-rise probing. Slow-rise probing generates UDP packets that emulate the real-time packets of applications that are requesting admittance. It maintains the exponential weighted average of the ratio of marked probe packets and total probe packets received during the slow probe period, which is used as the metric to decide on admittance. Rate and admission control is enforced using packet marking as discussed in Section 4.2.1.
There must be a mechanism for cleaning up per-flow state, in particular for our remote rate control algorithm (Algorithm 3). Cleaning-up the state variables in $rtcongested_i$ is very important to prevent the over-penalization of elastic TCP traffic if a real-time flow, $i$ (or a respective node) dies unexpectedly leaving the respective $rtcongested_i$ variable set to true. A state clean-up operation can be done based on a course granular time-out mechanism that checks the amount of packets per flow it received in an interval. Rather, a state clean-up could simply just delete $rtcongested_i$ in random time intervals, between 100 ms to 500 ms, for example. Once another real-time packet is received from any active real-time flow, $rtcongested_i$ will be re-created, automatically deleting state information for inactive real-time flows.

**4.4.3 Benefits and Drawbacks**

As is evident from its algorithms, RtQ-RAC is simple. Fundamentally, it is based on monitoring and reacting (via rate and admission control) to real-time traffic queue sizes. In comparison, SoftMAC, for example, needs to measure the frame loss probability and the physical link capacity and exchanges, communicating this data via broadcasts. Accurately measuring such metrics is not trivial in comparison to measuring queue lengths. Moreover, the need to broadcast information in a neighbourhood of nodes, increases the communication and media contention overhead reducing capacity. Similarly, SWAN imposes communication overhead in its admission control scheme. RtQ-RAC is easily implemented above and works in general with any CSMA/CA MAC because it is queue-based. A queue can always be maintained above the wireless NIC’s buffer directing its QoS functions. In addition, unlike SoftMAC, RtQ-RAC’s efficacy is unaffected by multichannel deployments. Moreover, because an average real-time queue size is maintained, efficiency is unaffected by real-time flows of different loads. SWAN’s efficiency is affected by flows of different loads as discussed in Section 2.4. Using the queue size as feedback enables RtQ-RAC to react to incipient and transient congestion conditions. Moreover, efficiency is improved during rate control as residual bandwidth can be effectively reserved without being conservative. In addition, other techniques such as packet aggregation is unaffected by RtQ-RAC.
4.5 SUMMARY

RtQ-RAC, SWAN, and SoftMAC are at a disadvantage with respect to parameter tuning. However, once properly done, tuning is only an issue when the WMN topology changes drastically, which we assume to be very rare. We can enhance RtQ-RAC with additional self-tuning functionality to mitigate possible performance effects. In RtQ-RAC’s admission control, there is a waiting time during slow-rise probing before deciding admittance. However, waiting (i.e., probing-time) can be adjusted to very low values as discussed.

4.5 SUMMARY

Compared to previous work RtQ-RAC utilizes a simple real-time queue class and packet marking to enforce rate and admission control. We claim novelty in using average real-time queue size to enforce local and remote rate control on elastic traffic. Our slow-rise probing approach incrementally test network state to decide admittance, based on the dynamic ratio of marked and total real-time packets.
5 Evaluation

In this chapter, we assess the efficacy of RtQ-RAC in achieving soft real-time guarantees and interactivity in WMNs. We implement RtQ-RAC and assess its performance by simulations, using the Network Simulator, ns-2 [1]. For the most part, soft real-time performance is quantified with the three metrics: average end-to-end delay, jitter, and packet loss ratio. Further, we evaluate the efficiency of RtQ-RAC in regards to elastic traffic usage of residual bandwidth, determining whether elastic traffic achieves good throughput.

Next, we describe the experiment design, where we detail the simulation configuration, topologies, traffic models and measurement techniques used in evaluating RtQ-RAC. After, we report the results of the experiments that show that RtQ-RAC is effective.

5.1 Experiment Design

We now detail the experiment setup as follows: ns-2 configuration, topologies, traffic models and measurement techniques which is summarized in Table 5.1.

5.1.1 ns-2 Configuration

The network parameters are configured for an IEEE 802.11b DCF operating at 11 Mbps physical rate with RTS/CTS disabled. The transmission and interference range is 250 m and 550 m, respectively. A default distribution of ns-2 implements three radio propagation models: free space, two-ray ground and shadowing models. A radio propagation model generates a received signal to noise ratio at the receiver that determines whether a packet is correctly decoded or successfully received. We use the two-ray ground model which is adequately accurate as it models direct and ground-reflection path effects. When simulating RtQ-RAC, we utilize our own queueing management scheme. Real-time queues are limited to 50 packets; elastic queues are also limited to 50 packets but are divided equally between the TBF queues (that are designated for rescheduling) and the interface queues. Otherwise, when simulating only the default DCF, the queue is limited to 50 packets and adheres to the default drop-tail discipline. The destination-sequenced
distance vector (DSDV) routing protocol is used to automatically assign routes to the mesh gateway. Across all experiments, we allow a 1000 second warm-up time for routing convergence, during which no data is collected. We do this to mitigate the effects of routing and miscellaneous packets, such as address resolution protocol (ARP) packets.

5.1.2 Topologies

In our simulations, we evaluate performance across variations of: chain, grid and random topology mesh networks. We use single chain topologies for simple analysis. Increasing the complexity of the analysis, we utilize grid topologies. Grid topologies sufficiently emulate realistic WMN topologies in office-type environments and communities, where office, roads and houses are arranged in a grid-type fashion. The distance between adjacent nodes are the same at 200 m. Finally, we generate random topologies by using special scripts. Each random topology, created from a different seed is located within a $1000 \times 1000 \text{ m}^2$ area. In the grid and random topologies that we create, flows originate at green nodes and terminate at red nodes while a grey line connecting two nodes indicates they are within interference range.

5.1.3 Traffic Models

Interactive real-time traffic is bidirectional, denoted as $r(i, j)$, representing the flow between node $i$ and node $j$, where $j$ is the gateway node. For example, $r(3, 5)$ represents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Setting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical rate</td>
<td>11 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTS/CTS</td>
<td>Off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission Range</td>
<td>250 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier-sense Range</td>
<td>550 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Propagation</td>
<td>Two-ray Ground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>$1000 \times 1000 \text{ m}^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Default Queue Type</td>
<td>Queue/Drop-Tail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Default Queue Size</td>
<td>50 packets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routing protocol</td>
<td>DSDV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic Type</td>
<td>UDP; Infinite TCP(of 1500-byte packets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive real-time traffic</td>
<td>48 Kbps/60-byte packets per 10 ms; Q3 model</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Experiment Baseline Design Parameters
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the flows 3→5 and 5→3. Elastic (TCP) flows are similar represented as \( e(i, j) \) and is considered unidirectional, ignoring ACKs. It is important to note that while certain interactive application, such as VoIP, generate equal load in either direction, FPS traffic loads are very different. FPS client traffic loads are usually higher and more dynamic with varying bit-rate and packet sizes than the server. In most instances, FPS server and VoIP traffic is adequately modelled as constant bit-rate (CBR) traffic with an upper-bound on the load. In our evaluation, we show the separate component of each multimedia flow. For example, \( r(4, 2) \) is shown separately as 2→4 and 4→2.

Internet low bit-rate codec (iLBC), G.723, and G.729 are popular VoIP codecs. iLBC is used in Skype [15]. It has a codec bit-rate of 15.2 Kbps if packetizing at 20 ms and 13.3 Kbps at 30 ms intervals, which is respect to 38-byte and 50-byte payload. VoIP traffic is mostly made up of UDP/RTP packets. Factoring in the RTP application header, the total 40-byte header overhead consists of RTP (12 bytes), UDP (8 bytes), and IP (20 bytes). Therefore, with its payload, 20 ms-iLBC is be seen as UDP CBR traffic of 78-byte packets at a rate of 31.2 Kbps. However, we model interactive real-time flows as constant bit-rate (CBR) traffic of 60-byte packets every 10 ms, which has a rate of 48 kbps. In addition to simplifying analysis, we believe this model is adequate because the differences in actual air-times between small packets are negligible. We are also unaware of smaller packet intervals than 10 ms; FPS server packet intervals are significantly larger, at 50 ms to 70 ms, for example. Therefore, we model worst-case traffic for VoIP and FPS applications. For completeness, we also implement and run simulations with the Quake III model described in [63]. Elastic traffic is TCP traffic modelled as infinite FTP flows of 1500-byte packets and can originate or terminate at the gateway node.

5.1.4 EVALUATION CRITERIA

For VoIP, the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) recommends a one-way end-to-end delay no greater than 150 ms for good voice quality calls; the network delay budget is about 80 ms, while the packet loss rate should be less than 10% [44]. There is a limit of 400 ms for acceptable voice calls [44]. A WMN is the first or last mile access network. We thus employ stricter requirements of 65 ms network delay budget and a less than 5% packet loss to consider the additional delay, jitter and loss from the Internet and from the last-mile access network to end-hosts.
FPS games have stricter requirements, requiring a round-trip time (RTT) that is no greater than 150 ms. The best experience is attained at a RTT no greater than 75 ms. There is no study we are aware of to indicate at what point loss rates impact perceived quality. Subjective experiments within our lab suggest that it can be quite large (10% or higher) for FPS games. Using similar reasoning as in the above, we employ stricter requirements with a RTT no greater than 120 ms, 60 ms RTT for best experience, and a loss rate no greater than 5%.

5.2 **RtQ-RC PERFORMANCE**

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the rate control mechanism, RtQ-RC. First, we look at the results when RtQ-RC is operational in the example scenarios from Section 2.3.6. Second, we report the results when it is applied to an example grid topology. Finally, to evaluate its overall performance, we run RtQ-RC in over 30 randomly generated 25-node topologies, with randomly generated flows. The simulations run for 100 seconds.

5.2.1 **PERFORMANCE IN EXAMPLE SCENARIOS**

Tables 5.2 show the significant improvements in real-time QoS when RtQ-RC is applied to the scenarios in Figure 2.5. Compared to RtRED, $e(4, 5)$ has lower throughput, but $r(0, 5)$ receives desirable real-time QoS. Our explicit rate control is faster reacting than that of the TCP congestion control mechanism, enabling better real-time QoS. Similarly, TCP’s behaviour that is caused packet loss (see Section 2.3.6) are mitigated resulting in slightly lower but reasonable throughput than that of RtRED. Moreover, the use of the default AIMD discipline has significant effect on reducing TCP throughput because of its mutiplicative decrease factor (see Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2). We also simulate RtQ-RC across a $3 \times 6$ grid shown in Figure 5.1. We limit the grid topology to $3 \times 6$ as larger grids causes significant intra-flow (self) contention and delay because of the large hop-count when placed at the far exterior of the grid. Flows $e(0, 5)$, $r(6, 5)$, and $e(12, 5)$ compete for media in the grid. Figure 5.2 shows results for the end-to-end delay. RtQ-RC is very effective in slowing TCP traffic, improving real-time traffic QoS from one-way delays as high as 400 ms to lower than 20 ms. Jitter and loss also improve as shown in Table 5.3.
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(a) QoS for Scenario A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S→D</th>
<th>Throughput (kbps)</th>
<th>Delay (ms)</th>
<th>Jitter (ms)</th>
<th>Loss Rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4→5</td>
<td>839.7</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0→5</td>
<td>47.98</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5→0</td>
<td>47.99</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) QoS for Scenario B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S→D</th>
<th>Throughput (kbps)</th>
<th>Delay (ms)</th>
<th>Jitter (ms)</th>
<th>Loss Rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6→5</td>
<td>866.2</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0→5</td>
<td>47.96</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5→0</td>
<td>48.0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: The achieved real-time QoS with RtQ-RC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Delay (ms)</th>
<th>Jitter (ms)</th>
<th>Loss Rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DCF with TCP</td>
<td>790</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>19.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RtQ-RC with TCP</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Aggregate real-time QoS Improvements with RtQ-RC in 3 × 6 grid topology

![Figure 5.1: 3 × 6 grid topology](image-url)
5.2.2 GENERAL PERFORMANCE

We evaluate RtQ-RC with over 30 randomly generated 25-node topologies. A 25-node topology represents a fairly dense mesh, which is challenging, considering that real meshes would have more than one gateway to the Internet. First, we simulate real-time flows with only the default 802.11 DCF and without TCP traffic. We examine the results to ensure that real-time flows in these simulations are adequately supported, meeting their required QoS. We repeat these experiments, first with TCP traffic using only the default 802.11 DCF, then with the same TCP traffic using RtQ-RC.

Figure 5.3 shows the one-way packet delay cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) for all random topologies. Using RtQ-RC, over 95% of the one-way real-time packet delays are kept below 40 ms. The default DCF without any additional mechanism does not achieve interactive real-time QoS; over 50% of the real-time packets have delays greater than 100 ms. In comparison to when there is no TCP traffic, real-time one-way delay is slightly larger when TCP traffic exist and RtQ-RC is operating. The difference in end-to-end delay is caused by an increase in media contention from TCP traffic and is inherent by design since RtQ-RC is feedback-based.

Figure 5.4 shows each CDF (per experiment) when TCP traffic interacts with real-
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Figure 5.3: End-to-end Packet Delay Comparison for all 25-node Random Topologies

TCP traffic, using the default 802.11 DCF. Similar to results and reasoning from Section 2.3.6, TCP traffic degrades real-time traffic QoS in most experiments. Figure 5.5(a) shows each CDF when there is only real-time traffic using the default DCF. Similarly, Figure 5.5(b) show the results when TCP and real-time traffic are in the mesh with RtQ-RC enabled. In each experiment, using RtQ-RC resulted in minimal real-time packet end-to-end delays with at least 90% of the delays less than 60 ms. Experiments 38 and 39 are notable exceptions. Figure 5.6 shows their topologies. In the case when no TCP traffic exist, flow $r(13, 0)$ in experiment 38, and flows $r(14, 0)$ and $r(5, 0)$ in experiment 39 packet delays are higher because of structural unfairness effects [67, 68]. It is expected that because the TCP flows (i.e. $e(15, 0)$, $e(17, 0)$, $e(8, 0)$, and $e(16, 0)$ in experiment 38 and $e(23, 0)$, $e(20, 0)$, and $e(12, 0)$ in experiment 39) are closer to the gateways, packet delay would increase, however, RtQ-RC maintains similar packet delays as before.

Table 5.4 reports the percentage of end-to-end one-way packet delays less than $\delta$. We use these particular $\delta$ thresholds to effectively gauge the performance of RtQ-RC, with respect to VoIP and FPS application requirements as discussed in Section 5.1.4.1

\[1\text{Although interactive real-time applications do not require one-way delays less than 10 ms, a $\delta$ at this} \]

---

**Figure 5.3**: End-to-end Packet Delay Comparison for all 25-node Random Topologies
Figure 5.4: Packet Delay per Experiment with TCP, using 802.11 DCF

Approximately 97% to 98% of one-way packet delays are kept below 30 ms, 60 ms, and 65 ms when RtQ-RC is used. In comparison, when only the default DCF is used, approximately 46% of one-way packet delays are greater than 150 ms. Overall, RtQ-RC is able to achieve the required end-to-end delay for VoIP and FPS. In addition, on average, RtQ-RC achieves real-time end-to-end delay, jitter (i.e., standard deviation of delay) and packet loss requirements as shown in Figure 5.7.

Our results indicate that using RtQ-RC with its default AIMD increase-decrease algorithm achieves the desired QoS for interactive real-time services. In all cases, once a signal of real-time congestion is perceived for any real-time flow, rate control is enforced on TCP flows transiently slowing them down until that condition no longer exists for all real-time flows that a node sees. This effectively reduces the channel contention and network congestion caused by TCP, increasing the bandwidth or air-time allocation for the real-time flows which reduces their packet delay, jitter and loss.

value serves to assess RtQ-RC performance with respect to very low delays, which are easier to achieve within a 100 Mbps Ethernet LAN, for example.
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Figure 5.5: Packet Delay Comparison for each 25-node Random Topology

(a) DCF without TCP

(b) RtQ-RC with TCP
Figure 5.6: Experiment Topologies

(a) Experiment 38 Topology

(b) Experiment 39 Topology
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![Graphs showing the overall average performance within 25-node random topologies for DCF with TCP and RtQ-RC with TCP.](image)

Figure 5.7: The Overall Average Performance within 25-node Random Topologies
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\delta$ (ms)</th>
<th>DCF with TCP</th>
<th>RtQ-RC with TCP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% delay</td>
<td>% standard dev.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>17.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>23.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>25.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>25.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>46.6</td>
<td>28.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>53.6</td>
<td>29.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4: The Percentage of End-to-end One-way Packet Delay $\leq \delta$

5.3 RTQ-AC PERFORMANCE

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the admission control (AC) mechanism, RtQ-AC. First, we look at the results when RtQ-AC is operational in a 6-node chain scenario. Second, we report the results when it is applied to the example grid topology (Figure 5.1). Finally, to evaluate its overall performance, we run RtQ-AC in over 20 randomly generated 25-node topologies, with randomly generated real-time flows. For the random topologies, the simulations run for 150 seconds, injecting real-time flows every 10 seconds. We simulate RtQ-AC with an admittance threshold, $\alpha$ of 0.25 and a slow-rise probe time of 2 seconds.

5.3.1 PERFORMANCE IN EXAMPLE SCENARIOS

We evaluate RtQ-AC effectiveness across the 6-node chain and $3 \times 6$ grid. For the chain, we start injecting flows from $r(4, 5)$ until $r(0, 5)$. In the grid, we use the top-outer nodes, 17 to 13, and start with $r(17, 5)$ until $r(13, 5)$.

Figure 5.8 illustrates RtQ-AC in operation, admitting and denying flows for the chain. The periodic spikes up to 45 seconds of simulation time in (Figure 5.8(b)) are the slow-rise probes. To compare, we manually add flows from node 4 to 0. When $r(1, 5)$ and or $r(0, 5)$ are added, the chain becomes congested and QoS drastically degrades. RtQ-RAC had correctly denied $r(1, 5)$ and $r(0, 5)$. The admitted flows are adequately supported, operating at their tspec. Figure 5.9 show the QoS during RtQ-AC in the grid topology. The slow-rise probing effects and denied flows are evident, but more importantly, average delay is below 10 ms.
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Figure 5.8: RtQ-AC operating on 6-node chain topology

(a) Delay during RtQ-AC

(b) Throughput during RtQ-AC
Figure 5.9: RtQ-AC operating on $3 \times 6$ grid topology
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5.3.2 General Performance

We evaluate RtQ-AC with 23 randomly generated 25-node topologies, with randomly generated real-time flow. Fourteen of the 23 have real-time flows such that when they are all admitted the network is congested and some or all flows do not get their desired QoS. The remaining 9 have real-time flows such that all could be admitted without congesting the network and achieves their desired QoS.

First, we simulate the real-time flows using RtQ-AC. If a real-time flow is denied, we then simulate using only the default DCF and the previously admitted flows and try to add the previously denied flow. We examine the result to determine whether the QoS requirements of all (i.e., previously admitted and newly admitted) real-time flows are still being achieved. If any real-time flow’s QoS requirement is now not achieved, then the decision to deny that flow was correct.

For most topologies, RtQ-AC made correct admittance decisions, maintaining real-time end-to-end delay requirements as shown in Figure 5.10. It is also evident that without admission control, the resulting end-to-end delays are not within desired real-time QoS requirements because too many real-time flows are within the WMN. Table 5.5 reports the percentage of end-to-end delays less than $\delta$ while Figure 5.11 shows the overall...
results when RtQ-AC is used. The real-time QoS during RtQ-AC is adequate. Compared to the results from Section 5.2.2, the attained real-time QoS with admission control is desirable but reduced. It is caused by the slow-rise probing operation. Slow-rise probing transiently disrupts the QoS of the network when it tests for bandwidth because the probe rate additively increases until $\gamma > \alpha$ or when the tspec is reached. If $\gamma > \alpha$, then the amount of marked packets from the real-time queues have increased as they perceive momentary congestion which is increasing the delay of some real-time packets. Further, compared to the simulation time, the injection of new requesting real-time flows is frequent. Therefore, the slow-rise probing effect appears more significant because the simulation time is short.

Slow-rise probing does not significantly affect the real-time QoS when flows are admissible as is evident from Figure 5.12. In such situations, the slow-rise probe rates rise to the tspec rate without increasing $\gamma$. Two out of the 14 experiments had real-time flows that did not achieve their desired throughput and real-time QoS. Both experiment’s incorrectly admitted flows because of structural unfairness effects. The real-time flows’ throughputs during simulation are shown in Figure 5.13(b). In this particular topology (Figure 5.13(a)), flow $r(24, 0)$ is correctly admitted. Subsequently, $r(5, 0)$ gains admittance because of structural unfairness. During slow-rise probing, $r(5, 0)$ captured the medium more often because of its relatively short wireless hop and path length compared to that of $r(24, 0)$. Therefore, $r(5, 0)$ gained more sending opportunities that caused its probe rate to quickly rise to the tspec, achieving admittance. In addition, because $r(24, 0)$ and its intermediate nodes are in an unfair situation, their marked packets are delayed in reaching the gateway and hence $r(5, 0)$ probes experience no multiplicative decrease. Figure 5.15 shows the results for the other experiment (Figure 5.14). After flow $r(16, 0)$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\delta$ (ms)</th>
<th>DCF</th>
<th></th>
<th>RtQ-AC</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% delay</td>
<td>% standard dev.</td>
<td>% delay</td>
<td>% standard dev.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>78.8</td>
<td>19.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>91.4</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>93.7</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>93.9</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>96.3</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.5: The Percentage of One-way Packet Delay $\leq \delta$
5.3. RTQ-AC PERFORMANCE

Figure 5.11: The Overall Average Performance within 14 Random Topologies

Figure 5.12: End-to-end Packet Delay Comparison for 9 Random Topologies
(a) \( r(5, 0) \) gains admittance because \( r(24, 0) \) experience structural unfairness in this topology

(b) Throughput during simulation run

Figure 5.13: Structural Unfairness During Admission Control
is admitted, smooth throughput cannot be maintained as it should have been denied. Similar to the first experiment, \( r(16, 0) \) was able to gain admittance because of structural unfairness to the other flows \( (r(3, 0) \) and \( r(15, 0) \)). We repeat this experiment with different admittance thresholds. Figure 5.15(b) shows a run, using a more stringent \( \alpha \) of 0.1. The real-time QoS is improved as \( r(16, 0) \) is now correctly denied.

Our results indicate that using slow-rise probing, RtQ-AC is able to adequately infer available bandwidth to determine if there are enough resources to support new requests and ensures that admitted flows are protected. Its efficacy is affected by structural unfairness, however, these effects are adequately mitigated with a stringent \( \alpha \). A possible optimization is to dynamically adjust \( \alpha \) with respect to the number of admitted real-time flows and give marked packets higher queueing priority than unmarked packets.
(a) With an $\alpha$ of 0.25, $r(16, 0)$ disrupts the desired QoS. It has gained admitted since $r(3, 0)$ and $r(15, 0)$ experience structural unfairness.

(b) Desired throughput and QoS is achieved as $r(16, 0)$ is correctly denied with $\alpha$ of 0.1

Figure 5.15: Mitigating Structural Unfairness with a Stricter $\alpha$ during Admission Control
5.4. **INCREASE-DECREASE ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE**

In this section, we quantify the relative performance of the AIMD and AIAD in satisfying real-time QoS requirements. In addition, we investigate the algorithms' efficiency in TCP traffic usage of the residual bandwidth.

### 5.4.1 COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE

We now compare the relative performance of AIMD and AIAD. Using a particular discipline, we simulate RtQ-RC, ensuring that the randomly generated real-time flows are properly supported.

There is an increase in average delay and loss rate as seen in Table 5.6 when RtQ-RC uses AIAD. The reduction in real-time QoS performance is expected. AIAD is less aggressive on reducing TCP rate which increases the time of recovering real-time QoS after transient and incipient congestion as is evident in Figure 5.16 that shows the TCP throughput during a simulation run for RtQ-RC using AIMD and AIAD. AIAD is less aggressive on decrease than AIMD and results in relatively smoother and higher throughput for TCP. However, maximum delay is significantly larger in AIAD and is caused by an inherent slower response to congestion because TCP rate is slowly decreased with subtraction instead of a multiplicative factor.

### 5.4.2 BANDWIDTH USAGE EFFICIENCY

We now evaluate our rate control efficiency in using the residual bandwidth for TCP traffic. It is very important to not excessively penalize elastic traffic while achieving real-time QoS. RtQ-RC should set an adequate rate for TCP traffic such that it uses most or the residual bandwidth.

Using a particular discipline, we simulate RtQ-RC, ensuring that the randomly generated real-time flows are properly supported. We randomly generate one TCP flow to mitigate TCP unfairness effects. We record the TCP throughput and the average delay of the real-time flows. We repeat the experiment using just the default 802.11 DCF.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Delay(s)</th>
<th>Max. Delay (s)</th>
<th>Min. Delay(s)</th>
<th>Loss Rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0026 ± 0.0188</td>
<td>0.04228 ± 0.1144</td>
<td>8.727e-07 ± 0.000143</td>
<td>0.1233 ± 1.379</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.6: Difference in Performance between AIMD and AIAD
Figure 5.16: Example TCP Throughput during RtQ-RC using AIMD and AIAD
5.5 PERFORMANCE WITH QUAKE III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AIMD</th>
<th>AIAD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% Efficiency</td>
<td>% standard dev.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88.8</td>
<td>30.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.7: Increase-Decrease Algorithm Efficiency

We set the rate of ns-2’s token bucket filter (TBF) to the recorded TCP throughput. We continuously increase the rate of TCP flow via the TBF until the average delay of the real-time flows is greater than or equal to the recorded average delay. We compare the TCP throughput at this point with that achieved using RtQ-RC to determine the bandwidth usage efficiency. We use this methodology for over 30 randomly generated 25-node networks.

AIMD and AIAD are quite efficient as shown in Table 5.7. AIAD has better TCP usage of residual bandwidth during rate control because of its less aggressive rate decrease. AIMD results are also desirable. TCP is not unfairly reduced to an unnecessary low rate because the AIMD and AIAD controlled rates are close to the residual bandwidth. RtQ-RC can be considered TCP friendly.

5.5 PERFORMANCE WITH QUAKE III

In this section, we complete our evaluation by simulating the Quake III (Q3) traffic model. The following simplifications where made to the Q3 model [63]:

- For the server, the packet length is only dependent on the number on players. In reality it is also dependent on the map played but that a weaker dependency and has been ignored. The packet interval for update packets is fixed to 50 ms. The real distribution is a gamma distribution, peaking at 50 ms. However, this distribution would increases the simulation time without significantly affecting the simulated traffic quality.

- For the client, the packet length is modelled by a normal distribution, which is imprecise. The actual distribution has not been found and is assumed to be too complex to be valid for a simulation model. The packet intervals are dependent on the graphics cards and is modelled based on two different modern 32 MB graphic cards discussed in [63].
We use the methodology from Section 5.2.2 to evaluate RtQ-RC performance (using AIMD) with this traffic model. However, in contrast, TCP traffic now originates from the gateway. We simulate a game of 10 players on 35 random 25-node networks. A 10-player Quake III game generates client and server traffic of about 54 kbps and 32 kbps, respectively as shown in Figure 5.17, for example.

Using this traffic model, RtQ-RC remains effective as is seen in Figures 5.18 and 5.19 and Table 5.8, illustrating its efficacy with variable bit-rate traffic. As discussed in Section 4.4, RtQ-RAC is able to effectively support variable real-time traffic because of Little’s result and by setting the average real-time queue threshold, \( rtq_{T_h} \) to 1.

5.6 SUMMARY

The results from this chapter demonstrated the general performance of RtQ-RAC. We evaluated RtQ-RAC across example chains and grid and large random topologies. From these evaluations, it was shown that though simple, RtQ-RAC is very effective in achieving soft real-time QoS requirements, while allowing TCP traffic to efficiently use residual bandwidth. Assuming, all traffic traverses the gateway, communicating between a mesh node and an Internet host, RtQ-RAC reduces interfering TCP traffic guaranteeing desir-
5.6. SUMMARY

Figure 5.18: End-to-end Packet Delay Comparison using Quake III traffic model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>δ (ms)</th>
<th>DCF</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>RtQ-RC</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% delay</td>
<td>% standard dev.</td>
<td></td>
<td>% delay</td>
<td>% standard dev.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>85.3</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>98.2</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>98.4</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>56.3</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>99.4</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>62.9</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>99.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.8: The Percentage of End-to-end One-way Packet Delay $\leq \delta$ using Quake III Traffic Model
Figure 5.19: The Overall Average Performance within 25-node Random Topologies using Quake III Traffic Model

able real-time QoS, unlike RtRED. Further, when there is no TCP traffic, RtQ-RAC has negligible overhead. Overhead in such cases is caused by our decision to give priority (in our per-class queue management) to control traffic which is assumed to be relatively minimal.
6 Conclusion and Future Work

We proposed a simple, novel and efficient scheme, called Real-time Queue-based Rate and Admission Control, RtQ-RAC that achieves soft real-time QoS for interactive multimedia applications. RtQ-RAC utilizes a single real-time queue-class to enforce local and distributed rate-limiting of elastic traffic. RtQ-RAC is an improved solution derived from the evaluation of our initial RtRED scheme. If we consider the additional delay, jitter, and loss from the Internet to the end-host, RtRED fails to provide desirable real-time QoS for interactive applications. Further, RtRED cannot achieve real-time QoS when TCP traffic do not intersect at the same nodes as real-time traffic, but whose transmission is within interference range of real-time traffic. Therefore, RtQ-RAC uses packet marking to enforce remote rate-limiting of any interfering TCP traffic. Packet marking combined with slow-rise probing is also used for admission control, keeping the load of real-time traffic below network capacity, ensuring required QoS. Using ns-2, we have demonstrated RtQ-RAC’s efficacy. With RtQ-RC, 97% of one-way real-time packet delays are below 30 ms. We achieve at least 89% elastic usage efficiency; TCP traffic is not unfairly rate-limited. Further, RtQ-AC demonstrated good performance although real-time QoS transiently degrades during slow-rise probing.

Prior to presenting our RtRED and RtQ-RAC schemes, we demonstrated the adverse effects of TCP traffic on interactive real-time traffic. We showed that while traditional fair queueing, priority queueing, and AQM are effective in wired networks, they fail to provide guaranteed QoS for real-time applications in wireless mesh networks. These service disciplines fail because they operate irrespective of the interference effects from elastic TCP traffic.

RtQ-RAC and this work can be further extended. First, is in a more comprehensive investigation of admittance sensitivity with its threshold. This is useful in improving admission control via dynamic variation of the admittance threshold with real-time traffic load. Second, is to quantify the improvements (e.g., faster rate-control response) gained from enhancing RtQ-RAC for 802.11 promiscuous mode. Next, would be to investigate the state clean-up mechanisms described. Finally, RtQ-RAC should be implemented and evaluated in an experimental testbed to fully determine its efficacy.
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